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At WTA, we envision a future where 
everyone who seeks nature’s splendor can 
quickly find themselves outdoors. A future 
where trails are so abundant and high 
quality that anyone can use them safely and 
enjoyably. A future where our shared wild 
spaces are cherished and protected by all.

Trails for  
Everyone, 
Forever
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T here’s been a lot of talk about infrastructure lately, a big 
bucket term for all of the human-built stuff that makes our 
communities work well. If you’re like me, it’s easy to forget how 
much of everyday life depends on infrastructure — at least until 

it breaks or disappears. It’s all too easy to take for granted things like roads, 
transit lines, electrical wires, sewer pipes, and trails. 

Wait, trails? Aren’t they 
just lines of dirt through 
the woods? Ask any 
WTA trail volunteer 
that question and they 
will quickly tell you no. 
Trails don’t just happen. 

Recently, I spent a day 
working on the trail 
to Tiger Mountain’s 
PooPoo Point. Four of 
us, with the help of a 
toter, spent all morning 
moving a very large 
rock — we’re talking 
hundreds of pounds — 
to anchor the corner of 
a switchback, which will help stabilize the slope and prevent trail erosion. 
It took brawn and engineering in equal measure to get the corner just right, 
ready to withstand years of hiker feet and Pacific Northwest rain. 

I’ve mindlessly hiked switchback turns thousands of times, but after that 
morning on Tiger Mountain, I will never again look at a sharp turn in the trail 
the same way. This hands-on appreciation of what it takes to maintain trails 
is one of my favorite things about WTA work parties. And it is why I hope all 
of you who love the outdoors and are able will give trail work a try.

WTA is blessed with volunteers who have given hundreds, even thousands, 
of days to maintaining Washington’s trails. We are lucky to have such a 
dedicated community, but just one fun day of volunteering is enough to see 
the ongoing care and attention needed to keep trails up. We can’t take them 
for granted; their future depends on us.

Trails for Everyone, Forever — WTA’s vision for the future — is an 
infrastructure investment. An investment that our trails urgently need 
and won’t happen without the WTA community working together as trail 
stewards, funding advocates, community organizers and more. Together, we 
can turn the corner to a bright future for trails. 
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Rhys Logan was 
waiting for the stars 
to fully come out for 
an engagement photo 
shoot when he spotted 
this rock near Hidden 
Lake Lookout. He set 
up the shot, climbed 
up and a friend tripped 
the shutter for a long 
exposure.
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hiking community that meet the challenges 
of the 21st century.
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How does WTA decide where to work when 
nearly every trail in the state could use 
attention? Deep trail knowledge and long 
relationships with agency partners help us 
go where we’re needed most.
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you the focus needed to finish all kinds of 
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T hinking about the future seems so important right now. The 
news from the world — particularly that of climate change 
and a continuing pandemic — has me constantly worrying 
about what’s next. I want to create a better world for the 

future, but sometimes it all feels like too much. 

For me, the cure for this overload is to get outside. When I’m worried 
about the natural world, being out in it makes me feel better. Hiking our 
local trails reminds me of the beauty around us. And, when my daughter 
hikes with me, I know that, in a small way, even giving her a chance to 
love the outdoors is a way to care for the future. 

Because hiking is my favorite activity, my passion and my profession 
overlap regularly. In the case of thinking about the future, that has been 
particularly helpful. I feel the need to build a better future and WTA is, 
and has been for years, working hard to build a stronger future for trails. 

On the surface, a trail is just a trail. It’s a path from one point to another. 
But I probably don’t need to convince you that it’s so much more than 
that. Trails are a way for people to connect to beautiful places and to each 
other. And those connections matter. Once you care about a place, you’ll 
want to protect it. Hiking is good for you on an individual level, but it’s 
also good for our community as a whole. Hiking can turn you into an 
advocate for your favorite places. And that advocacy can help you think 
about the future in a whole new way. 

With that on my mind, I found a lot of joy in working on these stories 
that also look to the future. I found comfort in seeing the ways WTA is 
looking at the big picture and looking forward. In this issue, we take a 
look at WTA’s plans for the future — and how we need your help to make 
them a reality (page 18). We share the story of our pro crew, who saved 
miles upon miles of trail this summer, while also helping build the next 
generation of trail experts (page 24). And Craig Romano shares his tips for 
meeting your hiking goals, based on a lifetime of experience (page 36).

I hope you’ll enjoying looking ahead with us — and then joining us on 
this journey, because it’s going to take all of us to get to the future of trails 
for everyone, forever.

Jessi Loerch | Washington Trails editor | jessi@wta.org

Departments 

Winter 2021  |  Volume 56, Issue 4
Washington Trails (ISSN 1534-6366) is published 
four times per year by Washington Trails 
Association, 705 2nd Avenue, Suite 300, Seattle, 
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subscription to Washington Trails magazine, is $20. 
Single copy price is $4.50. Periodicals postage paid 
at Seattle, WA, and at additional mailing locations.  
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to 
Washington Trails Association, 705 2nd Ave.,  
Suite 300, Seattle, WA 98104. 

AREA

CLEAR

Signpost: Editor

Washington Trails Association is a 
nonprofit supported by a community 
of hikers like you. By mobilizing 
hikers to be explorers, stewards and 
champions for trails and public lands, 
together, we will ensure that there 
are trails for everyone, forever.

POWERED BY YOU

WTA was founded by Louise B. 
Marshall (1915–2005). Ira Spring 
(1918–2003) was its primary supporter. 
Greg Ball (1944–2004) founded the 
volunteer trail maintenance program. 
Their spirit continues today through 
contributions from thousands of WTA 
members and volunteers.

A Path to the Future 
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With the sun low in the sky and the 
weather trending cool and rainy, late 
fall and early winter offer many hiking 
opportunities. Trees bare of leaves reveal 
wider views. Rain and wind rustle foliage. 
Snow begins covering higher terrain, but 
many trails remain open and inviting. 
Are you ready for enjoyable, safe outdoor 
adventures in this wet season?

Search and rescue (SAR) teams receive 
most of their calls for help during the 
peak months of May through September. 
But no matter the time of year, the most 
common reasons hikers have to make that 
call stay the same — injuries or being lost 
or stranded. Here are a few scenarios you 
might encounter while hiking in the wet 
months — and how to avoid having to make 
that 911 call for SAR.

Slips and falls
Loose dirt, gravel and rocks are present 
year-round. Rain, wet leaves and frost or ice 
are the perfect recipe for slick trails. That 

“I slipped and fell” moment can result in 
serious injury. 

What to do? Wear shoes or boots with 
good support and grippy soles; use traction 
devices on snow or ice. Trekking poles will 
help you keep your balance. Watch those 
slick spots and step carefully — especially 
when traveling downhill, in stormy weather 
or after dark.  

Getting lost
We frequently hear distress calls from hikers 
that sound something like this: “I lost the 
trail; it just disappeared” or “It got dark and 
my light went out!” Causes? Not having a 
map or trail app or not really knowing how 
to use them. Too many rely on a cell phone 
as the single source for maps, calls and a 
light after dark.  

What to do? Review and understand the 
route on the map: distance/altitude gain, 
trail junctions and landmarks. Unofficial 
trails (sometimes found on social media) 
often aren’t maintained or don’t have signs. 

Search and Rescue’s Tips 
for Wet-Season Hiking

Community 

The right gear, like boots, 
trekking poles and rain gear, 
can make winter hikes safer 
and more comfortable. 

By Christine Nelson

They aren’t a good choice. If the 
trail becomes hard to follow or 
obscured by snow or brush, turn 
around, unless you are confident 
and experienced with cross-country 
wayfinding. Start hiking early in the 
day to give yourself ample time to 
return to the trailhead before dark 
or go prepared with good route-
finding skills plus lights (and spare 
batteries) for hiking after dark.

Help us help you
In hiking emergencies, 
communication is vital. Even on 
close-in trails, cell phone reception 
may be blocked by terrain. Several 
calls for SAR last summer came from 
family members reporting that their 
missing loved ones had not returned 
home as planned. 

What to do? No matter what your 
wilderness adventure, always leave 
a trip plan with a trusted friend, 
including an agreed upon “overdue” 
time to call 911. Carry a locator 
beacon or a satellite signaling 
device; they’re an invaluable way to 
reach out for help. 

During search and rescue missions 
we meet many wonderful hikers. 
When a SAR team must move a 
litter slowly along a narrow trail, we 
appreciate hikers’ understanding, 
patience and friendly remarks. I 
also extend a huge thank you to 
the hikers who have come to the 
aid of others on the trail by helping 
call 911, sharing essential supplies 
and providing comfort until SAR 
teams arrive. The goal for an outing 
goes beyond reaching a peak or a 
landmark in the wilderness; success 
is safely returning home. 
 
Christine’s first backpacking trip 
at age 4 in Olympic National Park 
started her lifetime of outdoor 
adventures. She enjoys hiking, skiing, 
snowshoeing, horseback riding and 
camping. She’s a WTA member, a 
retired U.S. Air Force officer and 
an active volunteer with the King 
County Search and Rescue Incident 
Support Team.



Share a story

Show us the beauty  
of Washington state

Even though I have hiked hundreds of trails all over 
Washington, sometimes it is the ones in our own backyard 
that wow us. This was taken at Schmitz Preserve Park in West 
Seattle. I love that in the heart of the city I can be surrounded 
by old-growth trees! I was happy to take a moment and notice 
these glowing orange mushrooms coming out of the moss on 
a downed branch. These mushrooms remind me that hiking 
has so much to offer from the ground up! When I am on the 
trail I feel like I can truly be my best self — no pressure from 
work or society. I can feel stress fading away with each step.  

My work friends and I decided to go for a long, easy hike 
at Monte Cristo on the weekend. It was exactly what we 
needed after not seeing one another in the office for a 
while, and it was a chance for us to talk about something 
other than work. In this photo, I love how the mushroom’s 
color pops and adds interesting texture to the forest floor. 
I enjoy spending time on the trail because it’s where I can 
relax, not be bothered by the hustle and bustle of life, and 
get some fresh air.

Memorable moments from WTA’s Instagram community

I met up with a local mushrooming group and some friends on a 
Saturday at Deception Pass in search of different mushrooms. We 
came across these on the Goose Rock Trail. The group helped us 
identify them as shaggy parasols. I love the simplicity of this photo — 
the mushrooms on top of a picnic table at the park. I love spending 
time on trail because trails have something to offer everyone. From 
the avid backpacker looking to spend a night in the woods to get 
away from cell service, to a parent with their kids looking to get 
some outside time, to a novice mushroom forager trying to identify 
mushrooms on trail, there’s a little something for everyone.

— Lindsay Osborn, @watermelon4linz

— Doris Wang, @doristheexplorist

— Monica Ortman, @monica_ortman
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Think Ahead,  
Hike Safer
By Rachel Wendling 

F or many of us, hiking is a way to relax and enjoy 
time outside without the stressors of work and 
home. But, it does take a bit of planning to ensure 
that your time outside stays stress free. Hiking comes 

with inherent risk, but by preparing ahead of time and thinking 
through those risks, you can future-proof your hikes and be 
ready for (nearly) anything.

Minimize risk before you go
Preparation is key for a fun, safe and low-stress hike. Consider 
building out a pre-hike checklist and running through a few key 
steps before you head out the door.

• Check the conditions: This is one of the best and easiest 
ways to prepare for a hike. Recent trip reports can shed light 
on any hazards you may encounter, and the National Weather 
Service can show you hyper-specific forecasts for the trailhead 
you are visiting (find a link for these on our hike entries, below 
the map and directions).
• Study a map: A map in your pack is an essential, but it’s 
worth getting familiar with the larger map of the area before you 
head out the door. Know what trails intersect with your route 
and what possible bail-out routes may be available if you end 
up needing one.
• Pack for the occasion: You likely have your 10 Essentials 
dialed in by now — but depending on the season and the type of 
adventure, those essentials might not cover all the bases. Cold 
temps and wet weather call for more insulation, extra traction 

and plenty of spare headlamp batteries.
• Leave an itinerary: A good itinerary will include your route, 
the trailhead(s) where you plan to start and end your trip and 
the time you plan on being back. Details like the color of your 
gear and the size of your boots can also be helpful.

Manage risk on trail
Risk can come in many forms on trail. How you approach these 
risks defines the outcome of your hike, and thinking through 
possible risk scenarios will help you make smart decisions if 
you do face them.

• Consider the side effects of your actions: Will jumping over 
loose rocks cause them to tumble onto the trail below? Will 
making it to your destination mean you'll end up returning after 
dark? Always think ahead.
• Take your time at tricky spots: If you’ve assessed a potential 
hazard and decided to continue, proceed with caution. Watch 
your footing, be aware of your surroundings and wait for the 
rest of your group.
• Hike your own hike: Don't get caught up with what fellow 
hikers are doing — you never know the experience (or lack 
thereof) that influenced their decisions. Always make your own 
evaluation of hazards.
• Know your limits: It’s OK to turn back if conditions become 
unsafe or if someone is uncomfortable. We all want to reach the 
summit, but returning safely is more important.

TRAIL SMARTS
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The Power of Trip Reports
In September, we celebrated an incredible 
milestone: 200,000 trip reports on wta.org. 
Trip reports and the hikers who file them 
matter deeply to the hiking community. 
Trip reports are one of the best ways 
for hikers to help each other. They also 
provide critical information for land 
managers. Thank you, hikers!

WTA volunteers broke ground on 
a brand-new trail in the Glendale 
neighborhood of unincorporated King 
County in October. It was the first of several 
work parties before year’s end to begin 
development of the trails that will take 
local residents through this newly acquired 
green space. Residents in the Glendale 
neighborhood have not previously had local 
access to public green space. We’re thrilled 
to bring this new Trail Next Door to life 
before the end of 2022.

Highlights 

A New Trail!

A quick look at what WTA is accomplishing on trails around the state

NOTEWORTHY

This fall, WTA hosted our first 
Wilderness First Aid (WFA) course 
for Outdoor Leadership Training (OLT) 
community partners. Through rain and 
thunderstorms, community partners 
learned about WFA basics and practiced 
rescue scenarios. We’re grateful for the 
leaders at GirlTrek, InterIm CDA-WILD, 
Latino Outdoors, Outdoor Asian and Wasat 
for dedicating a weekend to joining us 
and expanding their outdoor leadership 
skills. We look forward to continuing to 
collaborate with partners to offer more 
opportunities like this in the future.

New Skills for 
Outdoor Leaders

Working on the PNT, from East to West 
This summer, our multi-night volunteer crews improved 
11 sections of the 1,200-mile Pacific Northwest Trail. 
The crews connected trail segments across the state 
— from Sullivan Creek in the eastern Selkirk Mountains 
to Swift Creek at the base of Mount Baker and to 
Appleton Pass in the heart of the Olympics. This work 
is key to helping keep this notoriously rugged route up 
to national scenic trail standards.
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Building a safe and inclusive trail system in a 
changing world  | Moleek Busby
The future of trails is culturally diverse. We are designed to be 
a multicultural social experiment in the United States. The 
numbers from the census show, in Washington and across 
America, that that is true. And that is an affirmation for the 
inclusion work we’ve been doing at WTA. But it  
also makes it clear that we are going to see some conflicts  
on trail.

As someone who works in risk management, it’s part of my 
job to think outside of my circle a little. At WTA, we’ve begun 
tracking information about incidents of exclusion at our trail 
work events. There’s value simply in having that knowledge, 
and in understanding what’s happening. Then we can share 
the information with our staff and volunteers and help 
them make things better for the future. It may mean giving 
our trail crews the skills to negotiate a conflict, and giving 
them the tools to know when to simply walk away from a 
threatening experience. 

Beyond WTA, it can mean how we reach out across the state 
and going to communities — and not just to White people — 
to help build a more welcoming trail community. I’d love to 
see more pop ups at trailheads, with ambassadors from local 
communities. They could share information, and also get 
information from hikers about what their experiences  
have been. 

WTA’s trail team has been thinking about 
what it means to create the trail system of 
the future, and three of our staff members 
shared their hopes. Their thoughts show the 
importance of three key priorities: create more 
trails and accessible greenspace, innovate 
trail layouts and redesigns to improve hikers’ 
experiences on trails, and find ways to help 
people feel safe and welcome in the outdoors. 

What Could the 
Future of Trails 
Look Like? 

Meeting the needs of trail users in a rapidly 
growing area  | Holly Weiler
Recent data from the U.S. Census Bureau indicates the Spokane 
area is among the fastest growing population regions in the 
nation. At the same time, less than 10% of Spokane County is 
public land. Fortunately, local land managers and nonprofit 
organizations are working hard to secure more open space, 
protecting it for both conservation and recreation. 

Many of WTA’s local projects occur on new Spokane County 
Parks land protected through the Conservation Futures 
Program. As new parks are added, local stakeholder groups 
join a planning process to help determine where new 
recreational trails will be located. Then WTA’s many volunteers 
help make those plans a reality! Over the course of the past few 
years, WTA volunteers have helped create new trails at Liberty 
Lake, Antoine Peak, Mica Peak and the Dishman Hills. 

Spokane County is also home to the two largest state parks in 
Washington, Mount Spokane and Riverside, both of which have 
their own robust and growing trail systems. One of our new 
trail projects in 2021 was starting work on a new, approximately 
3-mile connector trail at Mount Spokane State Park. 

WTA volunteers have also been working hard to make 
improvements to existing trails, but the bulk of our work 
within Spokane County over the last several years has been 
new trail construction to meet the needs of a fast-growing hiker 
(and biker and equestrian) community.

Trail Talk

Holly Weiler is WTA’s Eastern Washington regional 
coordinator. She spends a lot of time, both in and out of work, 
on the trails all around Spokane and beyond. She’s helping 
lead efforts to build a strong trail system that can stand up to 
the needs of a growing population. 
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Building a trail system that works for 
everyone  | Ryan Ojerio
How do we build a trail system for the future that 
works for everyone, from hikers to mountain bikers to 
equestrians? In some areas, the answer is to share the 
trails. But as we plan for the future, we should also 
think about sharing the landscape. 

Most of the trail systems we have, however, were not 
designed with multiple activities in mind. Often trails 
are there because they used to go to a fire lookout, 
or perhaps they provide access to a popular fishing 
area. That may mean some trail users are making do 
with trails that don’t quite work for their needs and 
they are encountering people using the same trail in 
a different way, such as going at a different speed or 
direction. When we build new trails or rework a trail 
system, we have the chance to build something better 
for the future.

A modern trail system could identify specific areas for 
different activities, and tailor the layout and design 
to offer the best possible experience for that activity. 
With thoughtful design, it may be possible to create 
an intuitive flow of people through the system with 
a minimum of use restrictions. Rather than telling 
people where they can or can’t go, offer a diversity 
of “habitats” and people engaged in similar activity 
types will naturally find themselves among others 
mostly going in the same direction at a similar speed.

The two approaches aren’t mutually exclusive. We 
can have a blended trail system where different 
users interact in some areas, but also have trails 
that are single use. And of course, some trails will 
remain multi-use and it’s important for all users to be 
thoughtful about sharing the trail.

But creating some trail systems that are separated 
by activity would have many benefits, including 
allowing more users to get into a “flow” state — a 
feeling of full focus and enjoyment in an activity — 
more easily. A hiker or biker having to pause and 
negotiate how to pass effectively has to temporarily 
leave that flow state — no matter how positive the 
interaction. 

One of our goals is to create space for people to enjoy 
the mental health benefits of being outdoors, and 
with that in mind, we can look at new trail systems in 
a different way.  

Ryan Ojerio is WTA’s Southwest regional manager. 
He’s been thinking for years about how to make the 
future of trails work well for all users — no matter 
how they prefer to get out on trails. And that means 
thinking beyond individual trails to how trail networks 
function across entire landscapes. 

Listening to hikers and understanding what is happening can help 
us make trails safer and more welcoming. Really, the goal is to 
highlight the fact that Washington state is ethnically growing, and 
not just ethnically — all types of marginalized people are showing 
up to recreate outdoors. And this learning and listening is a way of 
acknowledging that we’ve got work to do.

It can also mean looking at things as seemingly simple as trail 
names. It’s really interesting that we have so many Native American 
names of towns and counties in our state, but not of trails. I’d like to 
see more efforts to reconsider the names of trails. In my big goal, I 
envision a Harriet Tubman Trail in every state. 

The nation collected data that shows how diverse we are. We have 
that data, and we have to better serve those communities that are 
rising up and want to recreate outdoors. We have to get the message 
out there that the outdoors are for them. We’ve seen a bigger growth 
during the pandemic in terms of folks getting outside — it shows 
what the future could be. But it has to be very intentional. 

Moleek Busby is WTA’s field operations senior manager. A big part 
of his job is thinking about risk management, and helping crews and 
volunteers be safe on trail. And he is passionate about advocating 
for marginalized people to have ownership in their space, and to feel 
safe while volunteering and recreating on public lands. He has been 
thinking about what the census data means for the people who use 
trails. And he’s thinking about how we can create a world where trails 
reflect the people who are going there, and where everyone feels safe 
and welcome.
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Trail Talk

A t the start of 2021, there was 
still so much uncertainty 
about how Washington Trails 
Association’s advocacy team 

could speak up for trails during a budget 
year that also involved a pandemic. We 
knew that our priority for the legislative year 
was bold investments in outdoor recreation 
across various state agencies. After all, if 2020 
showed us anything, it was how important 
the outdoors are for easing people’s minds, 
bodies and hearts. We’re happy to report 
the 2021 legislative year was a great success 
— not in spite of, but because our approach 
to advocating for trails looked a little different than in 
previous years. 

A great example is Hiker Rally Day, an event WTA typically 
hosts in Olympia every 2 years that attracts more than 
100 public lands advocates eager to meet with their state 
representatives. This Hiker Rally Day, we got creative 
and hosted our first-ever virtual hiker rally. The online 
event was hugely successful. More than 100 advocates 
— veterans and beginners alike — logged on during 
Hiker Rally Day to chat with their representatives. Some 
advocates even invited their representatives out on nearby 
hikes! Our digital advocates helped us achieve huge wins 
for the outdoors this legislative season.

Advocates didn’t just rally for Hiker Rally Day in 2021; they 

also supported Washington Trails Day in force. 
This governor-proclaimed holiday honors 
Washington’s trails and public lands, and WTA 
traditionally celebrates by meeting hikers at 
trailheads and turning their enthusiasm for 
trails into legislative action. One way we do 
that is by helping them send postcards about 
the importance of trails to their legislators and 
getting them to sign important petitions. This 
year, rainy weather meant fewer hikers and 
fewer postcards, but the hikers who were out 
there went the extra mile, helping us break our 
record of petition signatures!

The way we worked with our partners changed this year, too. 
Virtual meetings continued, but this didn’t stop the strength 
of community. WTA pulled the outdoor recreation community 
together in various ways, including gathering statewide trail 
organizations to discuss national forest priorities across 
Washington and helping to advance the efforts of our state’s 
Recreate Responsibly Coalition. We made great strides this  
year in connecting with new organizations and facilitating  
more inclusive conversations from the beginning to the end of 
the year.

2021 showed us that the outdoor recreation community is 
flexible and adaptable and passionate. In 2022, we will continue 
to provide meaningful opportunities for hikers to use their 
voices — in person and digitally. Let’s set some more records.
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You Stepped Up  
for Trails in 2021 
By Cassidy Giampetro

Looking ahead 
In 2022, we’ll be talking a 
lot about the U.S. Forest 
Service. It’s a goal of ours 
and many of the partners 
we work with across the 
state to ensure that the 
Forest Service has the 
support it needs to plan for 
the future and managing 
our trails. We need a fully 
staffed and funded Forest 
Service agency to advance 
our mission of Trails for 
Everyone, Forever. 



M any of us know the feeling of devastation 
that comes when you learn of a wildfire 
burning in a beloved area, an area that 
holds fond memories and transformational 

landscapes. Fires can mean a tragic loss of lives or homes. And 
we’re often left wondering what that area will look like once 
the flames are extinguished. Fire changes an environment; 
understory vegetation can be destroyed, trees can torch and 
trails can become ashy moonscapes. 

Not every landscape or wildfire is the same. Depending on 
how hot the fire burns, there are different impacts to the 
environment. Just as each fire and landscape is unique, the on-
the-ground response can be just as varied.

In the past several years, fire recovery has been an increasing 
part of WTA’s work to keep trails open and accessible. We have 
worked closely with land managers to ensure trail maintenance 
will have a positive impact on landscapes after a wildfire. While 
it takes years for a forest to rejuvenate, land managers prioritize 
an immediate response within the first 1–3 years post-fire. Year 
one is dedicated to stabilization. Without vegetation on hillsides, 
erosion is a problem, especially during heavy rain. Rebuilding 
drainage structures ensures a trail is able to make it through 
the initial years after a fire. The next few years focus on repair: 
assessing structures that may need to be repaired or replaced, 
restoring visitor access and removing fallen logs from trails.

Holly Weiler, WTA’s eastside trails coordinator, has years of 
experience working with volunteer crews to restore areas 
impacted by wildfires and sometimes even restoring the 
landscape after fire suppression techniques were used. A few 
years ago, she led work in Riverside State Park to restore a series 
of switchbacks on a steep hillside on the Knothead Valley Trail. 
Volunteers spent several days reestablishing the trail bench 
where it was crossed by the bulldozer line. They also helped 
rehabilitate the steep hillside. Volunteers used burlap netting 
to help stabilize the slope to prevent erosion damage and used 
native grasses, provided by Washington State Parks, to replant 
the hillside. These actions both gave hikers a clear path to follow 
and also facilitated the recovery of the surrounding landscape.

In the Southwest region, Ryan Ojerio and his team have worked 
similarly to restore trails across the region. At Bird Creek 
Meadows, the work consisted of, among other work over several 
years, rebuilding bridges that had previously burned, creating 
access into this area once again. Another impact wildfires have 

Planning for the 
Future of Trails 
Means Planning 
for Fires   By LeeAnne Jensen

on trails is that removal of the treed canopy allows more light 
to filter down to the forest floor, which means more brush! 
Between seasonally cutting back encroaching vegetation from 
the trail and removing fallen dead trees, cleaning up and 
restoring a trail system after a fire takes years. 

Also in the Southwest, WTA volunteers crossed the Columbia 
River to volunteer with our friends at Trailkeepers of Oregon 
and the Pacific Crest Trail Association to help with recovery 
after the Eagle Creek Fire burned across many popular hiking 
areas in the Columbia River Gorge. It took years of working 
together to get trails safe and stable enough to reopen. 

In the Pasayten, one of WTA’s Lost Trails Found priority areas, 
we return year after year to clear trails as logs fall after fires 
— such as in the Andrews Creek area, which burned in 2017. 
Trees damaged in this event still fall each year. Even once trees 
have stopped falling, more maintenance is required in former 
fire areas as brush grows over the trails that now have more 
sunlight, like in the Chewuch area, which burned 15 years ago.

The reality of a changing climate, limited funding and a 
growing demand to keep these places accessible means that 
fire recovery will only become a more important part of our 
work, from the agility required when new fires are sparked to 
the long-term planning needed to bring these hikes back to 
life. This work will require a deep knowledge of trails and a 
close relationship with land managers, as well as a willingness 
on behalf of the government and the public to invest in the 
recovery of these special places.  
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WTA crews worked to restore fire damage in the Noble Knob area 
near Mount Rainier in 2019. Dealing with wildfire damage is work 
that we increasingly have to plan for each year. 
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• We piloted new public outreach 
strategies with King County Parks to 
get community feedback on the trail 
plan for Glendale Forest. We broke 
ground on the trail right before this 
magazine went to press!

• Volunteers created a new 
connection for Ridgefield residents 
in Southwest Washington to the 
amazing Ridgefield National  
Wildlife Refuge.

• We launched a new hike 
recommender tool on wta.org to 
help hikers find lesser-known trails.

• Our new Trail Smarts email series 
taught thousands of hikers how to 
recreate responsibly year-round.

• We brought together the outdoors 
community to plan for trails on the 
Mountain Loop Highway and in the 
Teanaway Community Forest. 

The Trail 
Next Door

Trails  
Rebooted

Trails for 
Everyone

Lost Trails 
Found

Working Toward our 
Vision for the Future

Trail Talk

Ensuring nature is always  
in reach.

• Our new gear library in Pierce 
County is OPEN! This location will 
allow us to support twice as many 
trips and make the gear library more 
convenient for South Sound partners. 

• WTA hosted our first Leadership 
and Inclusion Crew focused on 
getting incredible trail work done and 
building career skills and relationships 
for BIPOC and LGBTQ+ young 
professionals. 

• WTA’s Outdoor Leadership Training 
program was excited to have our 
gear library back up and running 
this summer! We are proud to have 
supported 729 youth and adult 
experiences in the outdoors. We 
sent gear out with our partners at 
InterIm CDA’s WILD program, Wild 
Society and Wild Grief for their teen 
backpacking trips.

• WTA’s first-ever paid backcountry 
crew cleared 1,301 logs from over 80 
miles of trails! Learn more about their 
incredible season on page 24.

• This summer, trail crews began the 
first of many steps to re-establish a 
safe and sustainable route through 
washouts to Independence Pass in 
Mount St. Helens National Monument. 

Supporting popular trails  
at every turn.

Putting backcountry trails 
back on the map.

Building community and  
deepening connections to nature.

60% 11% 
Trails Next Door Trails Rebooted Lost Trails Found
8%WTA volunteer trail 

maintenance hours 142,000
Total hours

January-October 2021

Our 2021 work demonstrates the impact of WTA’s 
approach to the future of trails
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O utdoor enthusiast Jake Robinson was introduced 
to the mountains as a very young boy. His parents, 
Karin Knight and Paul Robinson, grew up playing in the 
Olympic and Cascade ranges and had hopes their children 

would want to do the same. The trails of Mount Zion, the Dungeness 
River and Mount Townsend were early favorites and laid the foundation 
for many mountain activities. They had no idea just how much these 
mountains would come to mean to their boys. While they found years 
of joy exploring, climbing and backpacking in these ranges, these 
mountains also brought devastation to their family.

On Sept. 5, 2020, Jake was involved in a tragic accident on Kololo Peak 
in the Glacier Peak Wilderness. Jake was taken from this world too 
soon, but the outdoor legacy he left behind was impressive. He was the 
youngest person to climb Washington’s 100 tallest peaks, and he logged 
more than 650 ascents in total, using trails across the state to reach 
Washington’s incredible wild places.  

In celebrating Jake’s legacy, Karin and Paul knew they wanted to share 
his love of mountains and trails with others, so they began working 
with WTA to support our trail maintenance and youth programs. 
Thanks in part to the generosity of the Robinson family, this summer 
WTA volunteer crews worked to restore trails in the Darrington Ranger 
District, one of the key gateways to the Glacier Peak Wilderness. 

Additionally, young people worked across the state to 
maintain trails, logging nearly 6,700 volunteer hours. 

We talked with Karin and Paul to learn more about 
their son Jake, and why they wanted to remember 
him through supporting WTA.

How did you come to find WTA?
Washington is uniquely fortunate to have WTA. 
There’s no other state that provides the breadth 
and depth of resources for trails and hiking that 
WTA does. As a family, we looked to WTA for trail 
information. Jake, being beta driven, was always 
looking for good information on trails and routes 
used to access all the summits he climbed. We 
knew he used WTA’s website for this data, but as we 
learned more about WTA’s work, we were surprised 
by the scope and impact of WTA’s mission.

You recently participated in your first WTA trail 
work party. What was that experience like?
We were pleased to do our first work party this 
summer in honor of Jake’s memory. Our trip leader 
did a great job of organizing our 12-person group for 
our project on the Middle Fork of the Snoqualmie 
River Trail. We hauled wood to rebuild several 
puncheons. It was far more manual labor than I 
anticipated! I left impressed with how much it takes 
to make or maintain a trail.

How has Jake inspired you to give back?
The mountains have been an important part of 
our family for years. Jake was so at peace in the 
mountains. He loved to call, send a picture or text us 
from the summits he climbed that had cell signals. 
We loved his slide shows, pictures and stories he 
shared with us and that we got to participate with 
him at times. He was amazing with his skill at the 
“name that peak” game he played with his friends. 
Jake was rarely stumped. Of course that came with 
logging thousands of hiking miles in the Cascades on 
our trails and high routes.

The mountains shaped so much of Jake’s life — 
the beauty he found there, sharing countless 
experiences with his brother, and the friendships he 
made. Being in the mountains also taught Jake just 
how tough he was, both mentally and physically. To 
be able to help provide other young people with this 
opportunity is super important to us.

We also want to ensure Washington’s trails are well 
cared for and even recovered where needed so that 
more people can enjoy the harder-to-reach places 
that Jake loved so much. The Lost Trails Found 
campaign is working to save trails that are at risk of 
disappearing completely — preserving access to our 
stunning backcountry for generations to come. We 
are so excited about all the efforts WTA is advancing 
and are proud to give in the memory of our son.

Jake Robinson’s family is honoring his memory, and 
his love for mountains and wild places, by supporting 
WTA’s work. By Adam Steinberg
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Legacy for Trails 

Paul (from 
left), Charlie, 
Jake and Karin 
connected over 
their love of 
time outside. 
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Mentoring Urban 
Students and Teens head 
out for an adventurous 
paddle in Puget Sound. 
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brainstormed adventures that would challenge the participants 
and give them a chance to bond. M.U.S.T.’s mission is to provide a 
space for Black males to liberate themselves through mentoring. 
Going outside created a new platform for the coaches and 
mentors to learn about each other and build community. The 
team embarked on an epic canoe trip from Fay Bainbridge Park 
to Blake Island. Wild Society rallied together its resources to find 
local guides, boats and paddles — and the group stayed warm 
and dry in gear from WTA’s gear library!

The trip was tough. The weather was misty and cloudy, and a 
majority of participants had never been on a canoe before. Many 
of the men were pushed out of their physical and mental comfort 

W ild Society, a wilderness education 
nonprofit based out of Kitsap County, is 
always looking for new ways to get people 
outside and connected with their own 

backyards and the public lands that are available to us all. They 
lead backcountry trips, year-round naturalist programs and 
community events on the Olympic Peninsula. This year, Wild 
Society developed two amazing new partnerships that brought 
epic adventures and rewarding relationships. 

Wild Society guides worked with the organizations of Mentoring 
Urban Students and Teens (M.U.S.T.) and African Community 
Housing & Development (ACHD) to plan adventures in the wild 
spaces of the Olympic Peninsula. Crossing the Puget Sound was 
a new adventure for many of the participants from the Seattle 
area and they were enthusiastic to explore. As they crossed the 
Tacoma Narrows or ferried across to Bainbridge Island, they 
shared a collective excitement in connecting to the natural 
spaces surrounding the Salish Sea.  

When the folks at Wild Society first approached M.U.S.T. about 
going on an adventure together, the two leadership teams 

Wild Society, a WTA partner, teamed up with  
two different communities to help them enjoy 
the excitement and benefits of time outside.  
By Kendra Allen and Emily Morgan 

Building 
Connections 
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Thirty members of African 
Community Housing & 
Development, including kids and 
chaperones, spent a weekend 
exploring Camp Indianola on the 
Kitsap Peninsula.

zones as they covered 12 long miles 
through open water and windy conditions.

“All of us at some point had doubts on 
what we embarked on, but doubts or 
not, we all pushed forward as a unit, and 
this is what M.U.S.T. is about,” a M.U.S.T. 
participant said.

Though many participants described the 
trip as “type two fun,” upon reflection 
they expressed 
gratitude for the 
challenge and 
opportunity to better 
learn the boundaries 
of their minds and 
bodies. 

“With home in sight, 
I can easily say for 
everyone that it 
was one of the most 
rewarding feelings 
getting on that ferry 
(at the end of the trip). Being able to look 
out and see how far we went was truly 
amazing,” a M.U.S.T. participant said.

Wild Society’s other partnership led 
to some younger participants getting 
outside at the beautiful campus of Camp 
Indianola on the Kitsap Peninsula. From 
the moment the 30 members of African 
Community Housing & Development 
stepped off the bus, the warm summer air 
was filled with the excited squeals of third 
through fifth graders enjoying the sights, 
smells and sounds of the forest meeting 
the Puget Sound. ACHD’s mission is to 
provide opportunities for African Diaspora 
immigrant and refugee communities, 
families and individuals in King County 
to attain health and housing stability, 
economic development, high-quality 
education and referrals to legal services.

This weekend created space to build 
community and learn in the fresh air after 
a tough year enduring the pandemic. 
Youth and their parent chaperones went 
on guided hikes, learned to pitch tents, 
told stories around the campfire and 
listened to the sounds of the waves. 

“It has been very meaningful for ACHD 
families and youth to experience the 
outdoors with the support of Wild 
Society,” said Bilan Aden, associate 

director at ACHD. We look forward to 
continuing to provide opportunities for 
Youth and families to develop positive 
relationships with their environment and 
themselves.” 

Many of the kids were nervous about 
entering the forest, and some asked 
about who and what lived there. Just 
a few minutes down the trail, several 
hikers turned to their guides and 
announced that they were returning 
to camp. To their dismay, the guides 
asked them to push on, explaining that 
stepping out of your comfort zone can 
promote growth and help you learn how 
to face the challenges of everyday life. 
The group continued on, wandering in 
the woods and discovering banana slugs, 
stinging nettle, shelf fungus and trees 
too big to wrap their arms around. They 
marveled at the ecosystem that exists 
so close to home, but had remained 
unfamiliar to them until now. Upon 
reflection at the end of the hike, students 
expressed gratitude for the opportunity 
to explore the forest and many of them 
accepted the challenge of embarking on a 
solo hike the second day. 

“Thank you, Wild Society, for showing 

us the forest and also giving us s’mores. 
Thank you for making us laugh and 
giving us a nice story. Thank you 
for making us great food,” an ACHD 
participant wrote in a thank you note. 

Wild Society envisions a future in 
which communities maintain respect, 
gratitude and belonging for all life on 
earth. Wonder can be found everywhere. 
Whether it’s a long and grueling canoe 
trip, or a weekend community camping 
trip in a local park, Wild Society believes 
it is a basic human right to get outside.

Learn more about Wild Society at  
wildsociety.org.

Gear library 
Wild Society, M.U.S.T. 
and ACHD borrowed 
gear from WTA’s gear 
library to help support 
these trips. Learn more 
about how you can 
borrow gear from one 
of our two gear libraries 
at wta.org/olt. 
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By Allie Tripp

Strategic  
Plan

A Map for 
the Future

W hen you head out hiking, a map is a critical 
part of a safe and enjoyable experience. 
That’s true for a single hike — and it’s true 
when planning for the future of trails all 

across the state. At WTA, we want to be prepared and that’s why 
we’ve mapped out a plan to build a better future for hikers and 
trails in Washington.  

Our map is our new strategic plan. Think of it like a National 
Geographic map: it gives a sense of the greater landscape and 
how far we have to go. It shows the big picture, and it gives us 
plenty of room to dream big. We’ve used this view to see how 

our strengths of on-the-ground expertise, powerful partnerships 
and an engaged community of hikers can be brought together to 
create the change we need.

For the next 5 years, this plan, and our values of stewardship 
and equity, will guide our work, and we’re so excited for you to 
come along on the journey with us. 

Our plan reaches from your backyard to the backcountry. 
To help us, we’ve leaned into the four campaigns that guide our 
work. These campaigns offer a more detailed map to help keep 
us on track as we head toward our goals. 

We envision a future where 
there are Trails for Everyone, 
Forever and our new strategic 
plan outlines how we’re going 
to achieve this vision. 
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The Trail Next Door 
Because nature should always be in reach

If you’re like many folks, you probably were reminded during the 
pandemic that walking close to your home is a great way to enjoy 
nature quickly and easily. We’ve long known that hiking is good for 
our brains and our bodies, and science is increasingly backing that up. 
That’s at the heart of our work for our Trail Next Door campaign. We 
want everyone to have easy access to the benefits of being outdoors. 

We already knew that there is unequal access to green space in urban 
areas, and the pandemic only further highlighted those inequities. We 
are determined to help fix that problem. 

We want anyone to be able to step out their front door, and within a 
short walk, be on a trail where you can see greenery, hear birds and 
take a deep breath. We want you to be able to use a trail as part of your 
commute to work. We want you to have a place nearby where you can 
get your kids outside and let them run and explore. 

We’ve already started a lot of this work — including adding more than 
100 urban hikes to our Hiking Guide in the last year and a half. (If you 
haven’t looked recently, check out our Hike Finder Map online — you 
might find a new trail you never knew was nearby.)

In October, volunteers broke ground on a brand-new urban trail in the 
Glendale neighborhood of King County. This neighborhood previously 
had no nearby access to public green space. This project is just the 
beginning for our Trail Next Door work to create five new green spaces 
by 2025. We will also be improving 100+ trails that provide easy access 
to urban nature for communities that need it most.

Everyone needs access to nature. But not everyone has it. Together, we 
can change that. 

Trails Rebooted 
Supporting popular trails at every turn

Beyond our close-in urban trails, Washington offers 
many iconic hikes that can be completed in a day or 
less. You may have hiked many of them. And, while 
you were hiking, you might have noticed that those 
popular trails need help to support all the hikers who 
want to visit them. Our Trails Rebooted campaign is 
focused on providing that help to ensure our popular 
and iconic trails will last for generations. It also 
means creating and repairing other close-in trails to 
give hikers even more options. 

If you’ve hiked Snow Lake recently, near Snoqualmie 
Pass, you likely noticed some stunning new steps. 
Snow Lake is a deservedly popular hike, but so many Ph
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Help other 
hikers
You can help by 
writing a trip report 
for your local trail 
next door. Our 
research shows 
people are more 
likely to try a new trail 
if there’s a recent trip 
report for it!  
wta.org/tripreports
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feet had really eroded the 
trail. Thanks to a lot of work 
from our crews, you now 
have a safer, easier way up 
the trail. And, bonus, the 
stairs will protect the trail and 
surrounding landscape, too. 

If you live near Spokane, you probably know that your area is 
growing quickly (page 10). And natural beauty is what draws 
many folks to the area. We know that, and so we’re developing 
trail connections (like a new one between Mica Peak and Liberty 
Lake) to give you options to spread out, move your body and 
enjoy the fresh air. 

In the Teanaway Community Forest, we’re helping to plan a 
new trail system (page 30). If you live nearby, you will be able 
to walk from town all the way to the backcountry. If you live in 
the Seattle area, with an hour-and-a-half drive, you could be 
exploring a whole new set of trails. 

By 2025, we will have improved 100 iconic trails — and their 
nearby alternatives — and expanded five trail networks that are 
near where people live. Plus, we’re helping hikers reduce their 
impact on the trails they visit by sharing Trails Smarts tips to 
ensure we are all treading lightly as we enjoy these special places.

Help trails, 
help hikers
You can do your 
part and share our 
Trail Smarts e-series 
with a new hiker in 
your life! wta.org/
trailsmarts

Lost Trails Found 
Putting backcountry trails back on the map

This summer, our pro crew was out working when they literally 
lost the trail (page 24). It just kind of … vanished into the 
vegetation. And that’s happening to backcountry trails all 
across the state. If you like to get out on remote trails, you’ve 
likely seen it yourself. Years of limited funding combined with 
bad storms and drier, fire-prone summers mean our most 
remote trails can be, let’s just say, rough. 

We know the joy of hiking deep into our forest to enjoy the 
peace of the natural world and marvel at wildlife. But we 
need trails to make those experiences possible. With our Lost 
Trails Found campaign, we are keeping these wild and far-out 
experiences accessible and “on the map,” so-to-speak.

We’ve already had some big successes. If you like the Goat 
Rocks area, you can now hike Angry Mountain again. Saving 
that trail took years of work and the dedication of many 
volunteers. In the Pasayten, you can find a spectacular 
backcountry experience more easily, thanks to years of work 
we’ve done to restore the trails there. And we’re continuing 
that work to save trails all across the state. We are already well 
on our way to our goal of preserving 100 trails in Washington's 
remote landscapes by 2025.
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Trails for Everyone
Building communities and deepening connections 
to nature

How do you feel when you hit the trail? We hope 
you feel safe, welcome and excited to be outside. 
But that’s not the reality for everyone — trails 
aren’t equally accessible or welcoming. We want 
to build a hiking community where everyone 
feels at home on trail — and that’s why our Trails 
for Everyone campaign is so important. 

You probably go outside because you love it, and 
because it feels good. We want anyone to be able 
to access those same benefits. Plus, more people 
enjoying the outdoors mean more advocates. 
We believe that people protect the places they 
love — from local parks to remote wilderness 
— and actively welcoming more people into the 
community will be a powerful force for change.

WTA is tackling this in many ways. We are 
working to ensure the outdoor culture at 
WTA volunteer events is safe and welcoming 
by training all our crew leaders, staff and 
volunteers how to reduce their own bias, identify 
issues on trail and to intervene when needed to 
create a positive culture that is welcoming and 
focused on the physical and emotional safety of 
all our volunteers.

For several years now, we’ve also been working 
to diversify the voices and faces represented 
in this magazine and on our online platforms. 
We’ve been investing deeply in our community-
based partners and promoting their missions 
and work. Our Outdoor Leadership Training 
program provides gear and skill workshops to 
groups, who are then better able to lead their 
own community outdoor outings. Recently, we 
hosted our first wilderness first aid training 
for community partners. GirlTrek, InterIm 
CDA-WILD, Latino Outdoors, Outdoor Asian 
and Wasat joined us to expand their outdoor 
leadership and safety skills. 

Whether you see yourself most enjoying an 
urban trail, day hiking not too far from home 
or trekking deep in a wilderness area, you 
can help create the trail system of the future. 
None of these trail systems can be improved 
without a large, diverse and empowered hiking 
community. Hikers are the solution to the 
problems trails and public spaces face. With that 
in mind, Trails for Everyone is the guide for all of 
our big goals. We need all of us to make Trails for 
Everyone, Forever a reality.

Join us!
We’re working to encourage 
a shared love of trails — 
and giving hikers like you 
a way to use your passion 
to shape Washington’s 
outdoor future.

We hope you’ll join us, by 
hiking, working on trail, 
donating and advocating. 
You — and the whole 
hiking community — make 
all this work possible. 

Learn more at  
wta.org/our-work.
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“How do you decide where to work?” 

At WTA, we get asked that question a lot. It’s an excellent 
question. The short answer is that we work on public lands, 
and we work where we can do the most good. But, behind 
that simple answer, there are many more questions we ask to 
keep us focused on the future we want to create — trails for 
everyone, forever. 

It all begins with our deep knowledge of Washington state 
trails and the hiking community. As part of our broad plan for 
trails, we have created three campaigns to help guide where 
we work: Lost Trails Found, Trails Rebooted and The Trail Next 
Door. Together, those three campaigns help us focus our work 
on trails from the city park next door to 40-mile loops deep in 
the backcountry.

Where We’re 
Most Needed

As we decide where to work, our three campaigns help us 
keep focused on our big goals and we ask some specific 
questions. 

Lost Trails Found: Is this trail at risk of being lost due to 
lack of maintenance or because of severe weather events? 
Does the trail provide access to outstanding backcountry 
opportunities? If yes, those are trails we are more likely to 
prioritize. For instance, this summer, our pro crew worked 
on the Entiat, clearing hundreds of logs and protecting 
trails from getting lost under the fallen trees and brush. 
Clearing out those trails offers hikers safer, easier access 
to exceptional backpacking in a remote area. 

Trails Rebooted: Is the trail an iconic popular trail that 
needs support to stand up to the number of visitors? Is it 
a sustainable alternative to popular trails to help hikers 
better disperse across the trail system? We are more 
likely to work on either of those types of trails to help 
strengthen hiking opportunities in some of our state’s 
most iconic areas. In Snoquera, for instance, we’ve been 
working to restore trails after fires and to craft a big-
picture plan for the future of the area. Snoquera is just 
outside Mount Rainier National Park and offers miles of 
trails to help disperse hikers both from the park and from 
other popular areas, such as the I-90 corridor. 

What we consider when we’re deciding where  
to work on trails across the state. By Jessi Loerch
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The Trail Next Door: Is the trail in an area that 
historically hasn’t had good access to green space? We 
aim to work in areas that will provide new access to 
green space for as many people as possible. In Glendale 
Forest in south King County, for instance, adding trails 
to a previously inaccessible green space will offer close-
to-home nature walks to many families. And it’s a short 
walk from many community centers. By prioritizing 
work here, we are able to offer the benefits of getting 
outside to thousands of people who haven’t had this 
opportunity before. 

While our campaigns help shape many of our decisions 
about where we work, we also consider many other 
questions. Of course, there are too many factors to list 
them all, but here are a few of the considerations: 

• Where is the trail? Is it in an area that has few trails? 
Is it in an area that is easily accessible by many hikers? 
Does it create trails in areas where they are needed?
• What is the climate? High-elevation trails, for 
instance, may only be accessible to crews in the 
summer. Low-elevation trails are more likely to be 
available for hiking and trail work year-round. 
• Do we have funding to do the work? Some of our 
work in specific areas is supported in part by the land 
manager, such as the U.S. Forest Service. If the project is 
not funded, does it support our vision?
• What have we heard from the community? What 
are we reading in trip reports? Which trails are hikers 
telling us need the most work? 
• Is this an area where we can team up with our 
partners, such as the Pacific Crest Trail Association or 
Back Country Horsemen, to get more work done? 
• Do we have the capacity to support the project? 
Do we have a crew leader who can lead the work of our 
volunteers?
• Is the land manager on board? Every year we meet 
with land managers and find out their priorities for 
trails on the lands they manage. We try to match up our 
priorities. 
• Does it create volunteer opportunities for new 
people through work parties that are more accessible 
(think easily accessible, close-in city parks)?
• What will the volunteer experience be like? We 
want to ensure our volunteers will enjoy their time on 
trail, and we plan accordingly — especially for volunteer 
vacations or backcountry response teams, which require 
people to spend more time in a place. 
Answering each of these questions requires knowing the 
trail system, having relationships with land managers 
and connecting with the hiking community. That 
knowledge has been built up over the decades. And, 
because of that knowledge, we’re well-suited to lead the 
way as we think about trails for decades to come. 

THANK YOU TO OUR  
CORPORATE PARTNERS    

Apple • Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation • Boeing •  
Google • Microsoft

MATCHING GIFT CORPORATIONS | $5,000+

ALPINE | $2,500–$4,999

Find out if your company matches charitable gifts.  
Your donation could go twice as far! To learn more  
about supporting WTA’s work, call us at 206-508-6846.

CASCADE | $5,000–$9,999

RAINIER | $25,000+

OLYMPIC | $10,000–$24,999
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e’re 10 miles deep in the 
backcountry when the Entiat River 
Trail empties into a treeless meadow 
and promptly vanishes. Just moments 
ago, Zach and I had been walking a 
clear path, and now there’s nothing 
but heather, grass and directionless 

sunlight. We wander a bit across the meadow and trace 
the far edge of trees, looking for any sign of the trail. 
Eventually, we find it. A strip of tread leads out of the 
forest, across the field and back to just past where we 
were standing before, just hidden from view by a few 
yards of reclaimed wilderness. We set down our packs 
and get to work scratching in a new connection.

When they told us we would be working as part of the 
Lost Trails Found campaign, I didn’t know they meant 
it so literally. 

Later that evening, the six of us sit on stumps and bear 

canisters in a rough circle between our tents. The stars 
aren’t out yet, but the light is fading from the sky, and the 
horizon is a murky silhouette of snaggletoothed peaks. 
We scrape the last spoonfuls of rehydrated rice and 
beans from our pots and contemplate a game of cards. “If 
you could go back and change one decision you made in 
your life,” Kat asks us, “what would it be?”

When they told us we would be working as part of the 
Lost Trails Found campaign, I didn’t know they meant it 
so figuratively.

The reason we’re all out here, losing and finding the 
trail that snakes its way up the valley to the Entiat 
Glacier, is that we each signed up to be a part of WTA’s 
first pro crew, back in late spring. The primary task of 
the summer is to handle a backlog of projects in the 
Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest that the Forest 
Service hasn’t had the time or funding to take care of for 
quite a while. All summer, we’ve been cutting logs and 

WTA’s first pro crew cleared many miles of trail this summer. And for the 
members of the crew, the season helped clear a new path forward, too. 

By Zack Sklar

WTA Pro CrewLost Trails Found
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fixing tread along trails like this one, that go 
into some of the state’s most incredible and 
remote locations but don’t get the love and 
upkeep they deserve.

Even in its current state of disrepair, however, 
the Entiat River Trail is easier to discern than 
most paths in life. For each member of the 
crew, the more figurative path has been especially winding lately, 
and often obscured by much thicker brambles than anything 
we’ve found in the alpine meadows of the North Cascades.

The pro crew consists of our leader, Zach Toliver, our assistant 
leader, Kathryn Connely, and four crew members: Anna Pree, 
Blake Harmon, Ginevra Moore and me. Some of the names might 
be familiar to those in the WTA community. Zach was a member 
of the inaugural Leadership and Inclusion (L&I) Crew last 
winter, a predecessor to the pro crew, specifically for BIPOC and 
LGBTQ+ people. Blake and Kat were participants in WTA’s youth 
volunteer vacation program, and Anna is a former WTA youth 
ambassador.

Anna and Blake are the youngest members of the crew. When 
COVID hit in the spring of 2020, they were both just a few months 
away from finishing their senior year of high school. Just one 
year older, Kat was in her freshman year of college. All three 
are incredibly intelligent and motivated, and the next few years 
through college looked like they’d be a straight shot. Kat had 
turned a successful high school career into acceptance at a 

prestigious East Coast liberal arts school, and Anna and Blake 
were not far behind, with their own stacks of acceptance letters 
growing taller by the day.

But when all three were sent home from school, they suddenly 
found themselves without trail maps or sign posts and had to 
reevaluate their courses. Kat came back across the country to her 
parents’ house in Yakima, while Blake and Anna, in Seattle and 
Olympia respectively, spent a hurried spring of virtual finishing 
touches and socially distanced graduations. For the foreseeable 
future, school was to be a half-formed lesson plan of Zoom 
classes, constant audibles and cascading series of newer and 
newer normals. 

So they found new trails. Blake decided not to start college under 
the current circumstances, and instead spent the winter in Salt 
Lake City, working at a ski area. Kat also decided not to go back 
to school virtually and took a summer trail work job with the 
Rocky Mountain Conservancy Conservation Corps. At the end 
of the summer, she kept the momentum rolling, getting another 

The crew camped out  
by Myrtle Lake in the 
Entiat drainage for a 
total of 8 days working 
to clear access to 
the Larch Lakes and 
Garland Peak high 
route.
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Zack Sklar (front), Ginevra Moore, and Anna 
Pree put the finishing touches on a section 
of new trail to Snowy Lakes.
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trail job in Bellingham. Anna decided to stay in state rather 
than take virtual Ivy League classes and accepted a spot at the 
University of Washington. However, given the circumstances, 
she gave up the classic freshman college dorm experience, and 
instead bought an old school bus, which she renovated into a 
home on wheels.

For the older half of the crew, the effects of COVID were slower, 
but no less disruptive. We weren’t forced to rework big life plans 
on the fly, but found that we had lost our trails nonetheless. 
Ginevra was in the midst of pursuing a PhD in geophysics at UW, 
and both Zach and I were employed as content writers. For each 
of us, the pandemic meant long days of working on laptops, and 
ample time to think about what fulfillment really looked like to 
us. As the pandemic dragged on through winter, each morning I 
dragged my feet a little more as I made my way to the coffee pot, 
and then to the computer and then later to bed, wondering if 
maybe I had taken a wrong turn somewhere at the last junction. 

But then spring came, as it always does. And spring of 2021 was 
an especially hopeful one. The bleakness seemed to be receding, 
people were getting vaccinated and normalish life seemed to be 
just on the horizon. The brutally short winter days were a thing 
of the past and the sunshine through the windows made the 

The pro crew  
got plenty of 
chances to 
practice the fine 
art of new trail 
construction.  

computer screens almost impossible to see. So, like many people 
do in times of upheaval, we turned to the wilderness for answers. 

Early on in the pandemic, Zach had put down the pen and 
picked up the shovel, joining the L&I Crew. A few months later, 
Ginevra decided to put her PhD program on hold. As another 
Rocky Mountain Conservancy alum, a return to trail work 
seemed like a natural place for her to regain some perspective. 
Around the same time, I gave in to my rose-tinted memories of 
summers spent fighting wildfires and hiking the Pacific Crest 
Trail and decided to put my own professional career on pause 
while I spent the summer in the mountains. For Anna, Blake and 
Kat, a summer job working on backcountry trails seemed both a 
return to their roots and a transition into the future. 

Lost Trails Found WTA Pro Crew
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Zach Toliver (back 
from left), Blake 
Harmon, Zack 
Sklar, Kathryn 
Connely, Ginevra 
Moore (front from 
left) and Anna Pree.
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So in late May, the six of us met for the first 
time one foggy morning and hiked out into 
the wilderness to help lost trails refind 
themselves. And through smoke and sun 
and even a bit of snow, we hiked out again 
and again to the wilderness. For 8 days at 
a time, the pro crew would live out on the 
trail, leaving the concerns of our everyday 
lives back where the cell service ended. We 
sawed logs, cut brush and restored sections 
of tread. We woke up, did cartwheels, played 
cards, told jokes and talked about our futures. 
And then we went to sleep in tents beneath 
the stars and did it all again the next day. 
We found old trails, made new trails and 
scrambled up to peaks with no trails at all. 

And by the end of the summer, we all really 
had found something that we needed. 
Our crew’s work helped to restore miles of 
backcountry access through the Entiat Valley, 
the Pasayten Wilderness, the Lake Chelan 
Basin, the Glacier Peak Wilderness and the 
heights of the North Cascades. But more than 
that, each of us found the next steps of our 
own personal journeys. Through our summer 
in the mountains, we all found a new drive to 
pursue paths of stewardship and connection 
with natural spaces. Kat decided not to go 
back to the East Coast, opting instead to stay in 
Bellingham and study environmental science 
at Western Washington University, closer 
to her family and the mountains we’d spent 
the summer exploring. Blake also changed 
course to stay near home, signing up to head to 
Western as well, rather than his previous plan 
of attending Montana State. Anna is going 
for her first in-person year at UW, pursuing a 
degree in environmental engineering. Ginevra 
decided she’s happier outside, and is going 
to continue working in the outdoor industry 

4,243

1,301

20.15

3.6

4

81.26

25.25

2,510

Total hours 
of trail work

Logs cleared 
from trails

Miles of trail 
maintained

Miles of brush 
cleared

Feet of new trail 
tread built 

Average number 
of games played 

per day

Liters of water 
consumed per day

Average 
number of 
people who 
swam per day

The work the WTA trails crews put in this summer leaves 
me almost speechless. They were an integral part in 
regaining access to trails in the wilderness that have been 
covered with thousands of down logs for 6 years plus. From 
regaining access to the Headwall to Ice Lakes and even the 
Larch Lakes loop is something truly amazing.

Pro Crew by  
the Numbers“

— Jeffrey Arndt, Entiat River Ranger District

rather than going back to academia. Zach 
has never looked back since his first taste of 
trailwork. He’s returning to lead the L&I Crew 
that he was a member of last winter. For me, 
the new start just sparked a hunger for more 
new starts. After the trails season is over, I’ll 
be starting down a new career path as an 
educator. 

But we all still have some hiking to do. Trails 
lead to trails that lead to more trails, and 
you never really finish getting there. None 
of us know where it’s headed, or how many 
times we’ll lose it again, but this summer, 
we’ve gotten really good at refinding it. And 
no matter what, I know we’ll have some fun 
along the way.

Crews used crosscut saws to 
clear a burn zone in Cow Creek 
Meadows in the Entiat River area.
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2021 pro 
crew project 
location and 
log count

Over the summer season, 
the pro crew cut 1,301 
logs in the Okanogan-
Wenatchee National 
Forest. Stacked on top of 
each other, these logs would 
make a tower 905 feet high — 
taller than the Space Needle.

In less than a year, I went from a crew 
member on WTA’s first Leadership 
and Inclusion Crew to leading WTA’s 
first pro crew in the backcountry. It’s 
been a whirlwind. Now, after months in 
the backcountry, I have a moment to take 
a breath and celebrate the work we did — 
and the beauty of time on trail. 

A backcountry job is hard — but it’s also powerful. I’d need all 
my fingers and toes to count how many times I stared into some 
beautiful valley or off the side of a serene alpine trail — crying 
tears of fulfillment. I often became overwhelmed with feeling so 
humbly thankful to have such a unique opportunity to work in 
these unforgettable places with equally unforgettable people.

Our backcountry crew became tight. We hang out with one 
another outside of work. We bring our jokes and tales of one 
another to our friends and family outside of the crew. Finding 
five new friends was one of my favorite part of this experience. 
Eight days in the backcountry with little entertainment, things 
quickly devolved into wacky inside jokes and obscure references. 

Through all the goofiness, we managed to pull off some 
phenomenal work that will benefit outdoor junkies for years 
to come. I first learned of how much folks love WTA on the 
Leadership and Inclusion Crew when passing hikers would 
thank us profusely. In the backcountry — where people will quite 
literally get lost on poorly neglected trails — that appreciation 
filled me with vast joy. This season, we’ve cleared some 1,300 
logs from burn zones and deep backcountry trails that haven’t 
been logged out for nearly a decade. We’ve brushed vegetation 
from notoriously overgrown trails such as Indian Creek, where 
the grass grows 8-feet high. We’ve fixed washouts, closed down 
social trails, and built new, sustainable trail up to the pristine 
Snowy Lakes.

After this season, I tip my blue hat to everyone who has ever filled 
the crew-lead role. I appreciate my L&I blue hats even more these 
days, now that I’ve led my own crew — with all the challenges 
and uncertainties it can bring. 

Things will come full circle this year, as I plan to lead the next 
season of Leadership and Inclusion Crew members. Thanks to 
this unforgettable season, I’ll be more than ready. Day parties 
will feel like a breeze. The weight of the blue hat is now a little 
easier to withstand. I only hope that I can help show these new 
crew mates the same vibrant serenity that I myself found in trail 
work when I first wore the green hat.

From Green Hat to
Pro Crew Leader

— Zach Toliver
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By the Numbers

4,243: Total hours of trail work 
 
1,301: Logs cleared from trails 
 
81.26 Miles of trail maintained 

20.15: Miles of brush cleared 

2,510: Feet of new trail tread built 
 
3.6: Average number of games played 
per day 

25.25: Average liters of water 
consumed per day 

4: Average number of who swam per 
day
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new year-round trails 
Years of collaboration have helped craft a vision for a lasting trail 

system on the west side of the Teanaway Community Forest. 

By James Moschella

A new trailhead and 
proposed sno-park along 
the West Fork Road will 
provide easier access 
to trails in the Teanaway 
Community Forest. 
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F or nearly a decade, WTA has been 
championing the Teanaway Community 
Forest, a 50,241-acre area that offers year-round 
outdoor recreation near Cle Elum. Recently, a large 

part of our focus has been in one area around the West Fork 
of the Teanaway River, which is criss-crossed by many miles 
of informal, user-built trails. 

Now, after years of collaboration, WTA and the West Fork 
Teanaway Trails Coalition are working together to develop a 
plan for a connected, sustainable trail system. The plan will 
soon translate to on-the-ground work, including new and 
improved trails, a new trailhead and even hopes for a new 
sno-park to support winter recreation.

We’ll soon have a stronger trail system that takes hikers to the 
best places in the West Fork Teanaway, and more year-round 
recreation opportunities in an area less than 90 minutes from 
Seattle. 

The plan builds on the recreation vision for the broader 
community forest, which was finalized in 2018 following 
almost 2 years of collaborative planning and input from 
hikers, community members and other folks who recreate 
outdoors. 

Since then, WTA and the West Fork Teanaway Trails Coalition 
have been working with the Department of Natural Resources 
(DNR), the Department of Fish and Wildlife (DFW), and 
Yakama Nation Fisheries, as well as community groups and 
nonprofits, to envision a safe, multi-use trail system that 
meets the needs of user groups including hikers, bikers, 
skiers and snowshoers. 

“WTA made a huge contribution to the success of the 
community forest by bringing their expertise and facilitation 
to problem solve this project for us,” said Larry Leach, DNR 
Southeast region state lands assistant region manager. “I 
feel like they balanced the goals of the Teanaway Community 
Forest with quality user experiences for the many different 
users of the forest, which moved formalizing trails ahead of 
where we’d be without the collaboration.”  

We’re grateful for our partners and the collaborative nature 
of this work. In a place like the Teanaway, which includes 
unique natural features and sensitive wildlife habitats, these 
efforts take careful thought and discussions between those 
who know the area well. User safety and environmental 
sustainability were key considerations in the final proposal. A 
number of trails will need to be rerouted or improved so that 
they will be safer, avoid private property and stand up to the 
test of time (and the many feet, hooves and bicycle tires that 
will travel on them).

A deep understanding 
Over the last 18 months, we’ve been working with our 
partners to assess what trails exist and plan how trails should 
look in the future. The work began with a lot of hiking. WTA 
staff and coalition members visited the West Fork Teanaway 
area and cataloged the 140 miles of user-built trails  

What is the Teanaway Community Forest?
The state purchased the 50,241-acre Teanaway Community 
Forest in 2013; it was previously owned by a timber 
company. The forest is Washington’s first state-owned 
community forest, which differs from state trust lands that 
have a primary focus of revenue generation. Community 
forests can be managed for benefits including watershed 
protection, recreation, fish and wildlife habitat, grazing and 
timber production. The area has long been a popular place 
for recreation, with three campgrounds, river access spots 
and a medley of trails that organically developed over time.

The West Fork of the Teanaway River, and the surrounding 
area, is full of opportunities for hiking, biking, horseback 
riding, skiing and more. WTA and our partners are putting 
the final touches on a trail plan for the West Fork area. The 
plan will create a sustainable trail system that highlights 
the best the area has to offer, including fantastic geologic 
features and excellent opportunities for wildlife viewing. 
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and every road, as well as opportunities for new or improved trail segments. It 
meant a lot of hours of getting to know the area, step by step. Alan Carter Mortimer, 
WTA’s field programs manager, has walked every step of trail that ended up in the 
final plan. He said that connecting with the many different user groups who like to 
explore the West Fork really helped him understand how to craft a trail system that 
will meet everyone’s needs.

Our vision for the area is to provide safe and accessible year-round trail experiences 
that are welcoming to everyone, from the first-time mountain biker, to the 
intermediate hiker, to the highly experienced equestrian. With that in mind, we 
created a plan to offer the best recreation opportunities, while protecting delicate 
habitats. We prioritized things like loop hikes, which offer hikers more variety and 
options to spread out. 

We worked with state agencies, community members and tribal representatives 
to make sure that all proposals take into account things like wildlife migration 
patterns, how winter recreation and snowmobiling options will be included and 
respecting lands where tribes have been since the beginning of time.

This creative collaboration will ensure that, no matter when you visit the West Fork, 
you will be able get outside and enjoy the natural beauty.

Part of a bigger picture
The West Fork is just one portion of the Teanaway Community Forest and this 
planning work ensured that the new trail system will fit into the rest of the forest 
and the broader area. The West Fork is a good place to start work because it already 
has many miles of user-built trails, and it’s an area that hikers are already visiting. 

Where to put trails?
As we planned for trails in the 
West Fork Teanaway, we worked 
with state agencies, community 
members and tribal representatives 
to take a lot of factors into 
consideration, including:

• Sensitive habitats. We want to 
ensure trails don’t negatively affect 
wetlands or other delicate areas.
• Tribal treaty rights. We worked 
with tribes to ensure trails respect 
the lands where tribes have been 
since the beginning of time. 
• Wildlife habitat. We want to limit 
impacts from recreation in areas 
with important wildlife migration 
routes or other key habitats.
• Private property. We have to make 
sure that all trails are on public land.
• Connections. We want to ensure 
trails connect to other systems, 
including Towns to Teanaway (a 
series of trails linking nearby towns 
to the forest). 
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It’s also an area where some good work has already been done, including 
improving Teanaway Camp.

With the Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest surrounding much of the 
forest, and the Towns to Teanaway project just to the south, the West Fork 
offers plenty of opportunities for connections. 

Facing north on the Cle Elum Ridge — a natural border of the West Fork 
planning area — you can see out into the West Fork and observe the 
natural beauty of the Teanaway. And, with the new trail system, you’ll 
be able to explore deep canyons, fascinating geological features, rushing 
creeks and rivers and, in the distance, catch views of Mount Stuart and the 
Enchantments.

Face the south, and you look out into the borders of the Teanaway 
Community Forest, where a vibrant community thrives. The towns of 
Roslyn, Cle Elum and Ronald lie just below the ridge. Trails through 
beautiful forests, with the potential for wildlife sightings, connect the 
Teanaway to the nearby towns. An effort led by the Mountains to Sound 
Greenway is helping to create a more formal system of trails through this 
area and connect the communities of Roslyn, Cle Elum and Ronald.

These improvements will also benefit those local communities and 
economy. Kittitas County (where the community forest is) brings in $185 
million annually in recreational tourism and helps support approximately 
1,700 local jobs. Connecting the West Fork to the surrounding communities 
is a great example of the forward-thinking planning that our groups are 
prioritizing. These economies are reliant on recreation, and planning that 
takes into account how the entire area will benefit from trails is a great way 
to ensure the trail system remains sustainable. 

Fun all year
The West Fork Teanaway offers abundant summer recreation opportunities, 
and this plan will make those opportunities easier to access. A new 
trailhead along the West Fork Teanaway Road will make it easier for vehicles 
pulling horse trailers to access the area, in addition to offering access for 
hikers and mountain bikers. And we’ll be creating improved trail access to 
areas like Frog Pond, Indian Cave, Mushroom Rock, Mammoth Rock and 
Sentinel Rock. 

We know that, with the trail improvements, we’ll also need to help hikers 
understand the trail system. So we’re planning for signage and education 
efforts to give people the information they need before heading out on trail.

The Teanaway is lovely in the winter, too, and we’re excited that a new 
sno-park is in the works. One of our priorities is to make sure that the West 
Fork offers non-motorized recreation and connections for already-existing 
motorized travel through the area. Cross-country skiers, sledders, fatbike 
riders, snowshoers and snowmobilers will all have places to recreate. 

Join us in this work
The coalition is sending a final report to DNR this winter. This report will 
offer recommendations on how to get started — which projects should be 
completed first, how we can educate users on the trail system and how we 
can make sure that illegal trail use doesn’t occur. 

As the project is moving into its final phase, the work won’t be finished. The 
West Fork will require funding and investment from our state to realize the 
vision we’ve created. We’ll need hikers like you to help support the vision 
for the West Fork Teanaway. Together, we can make sure that the Teanaway 
Community Forest truly has trails for everyone, forever. 

How you can help
• Sign up for our Trail Action Network. We’ll let 
you know when we need your help to get the 
funding we’ll need to complete all of this work in 
the Teanaway. wta.org/tan
• Go visit the West Fork Teanaway and take a 
hike. When you’re done, write a trip report. Your 
trip reports help fellow hikers, as well as WTA 
and land managers. wta.org/tripreports
• In 2022, join us on a work party. Check out the 
schedule at wta.org/volunteer.

As part of the work 
to create a formal 
trail system, new 
signs will help folks 
navigate trails safely 
and responsibly. 
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Thank you! And we’re not the only ones who are thankful. Our 
partners also recognize the impact WTA’s community 
has on trails. 

“Washington Trails Association has breathed life into our 
trail networks all over the state of Washington. If you 
are a regular hiker, you have benefited from their work. 
The volunteers who work for WTA provide us with the 
opportunities to access some of the most beautiful assets 
of our state.”— Brian Adams, Skagit County Parks 

“I was asked in Silicon Valley what my favorite app was, 
and I told them it was WTA’s!”— Rep. Derek Kilmer

As the year comes to an end, at WTA we 
are reflecting on how much we value our 
community. 

Thank you to our members, who power all of 
the work we do. Your support is helping build 
trails for everyone, forever. 

And thank you to our volunteers — you 
have stepped up in so many ways in the last 
year. You not only build trails, you also build 
community support for advocacy actions, 
create content for our hiking guide, magazine 
and trip reports — and so much more. 

Photo by Elizabeth Madigan

Visit wta.org/party-for-you
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Thanks, Volunteers!
 
 

                   1    
                 2      

                3       
                       
                       
       4                
       5                
  6                 7    
       8                
                       
       9           10     
    11                   
12 13      14         15       

                       
           16  17          
     18                  
                       
                       
 19                      
                       
  20  21           22        
 23            24     25     
                       
      26  27  28             
                       
             29          
                       
                       
                       
             30          
                       

Across Down
2 the most-used trail work tool
5 volunteers that represent WTA at many types of events
6 if you volunteer with development, you put these into

letters
7 how old you must be to volunteer with WTA
8 when WTA volunteers come together to make a

1 where safety and fun come before the first part of the
answer

3 mechanized wheelbarrow
4 Governor-endorsed holiday for Washington hikers
10 holds trail information at trailheads and was the

foundation for WTA

Thank you, volunteers, for all you do!  
We hope you’ll join us for online celebrations from  
Nov. 13–19, wta.org/party-for-you. And in the 
meantime, please enjoy this volunteer-themed 
crossword puzzle. (Stuck? Get the answers at  
wta.org/volunteercrossword.)

Down
1 Where safety and fun come before 
the first part of the answer

3 Mechanized wheelbarrow

4 Governor-endorsed holiday for 
Washington hikers

10 Holds trail information at 
trailheads and was the foundation 
for WTA

13 Ambassador duties fall into the 
two main buckets of advocacy and 
_________

15 What lots of hikers say when 
passing a WTA crew

16 The worst in-office injury some 
volunteers get

17 20% of WTA’s annual volunteers

20 Second rule of trail work

21 First rule of trail work

22 Western Washington volunteers’ 
most reviled bug found while doing 
trail work

24 An assistant crew lead

25 A crew lead

26 Miles the ________

27 An obstacle on trail you may 
have to step over or crawl under, 
especially in spring

28 The shape youth crews gather 
in for AM/PM safety briefings and 
stretching

Across
1 The most-used trail work tool

5 Volunteers that represent WTA at many types of 
events

6 If you volunteer with development, you put 
these into letters

7 How old you must be to volunteer with WTA

8 When WTA volunteers come together to make a 

difference in Olympia

9 What you earn when you volunteer with WTA on 
U.S. Forest Service land

11 Eastern Washington volunteers’ most reviled 
bug found while doing trail work

12 The number of bins in a youth volunteer 
vacation dishwashing system

14 Over 200,000 of these have been filed by 
volunteers

18 What WTA actually means ;-)

19 What an ambassador builds off the trail

23 Non-clothing item you wear at every event 
(besides a smile)

26 Where info on trails and work parties is stored

29 A trail volunteer

30 Acronym for WTA’s community of trail activists; 
also the color of many work pants
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How to Reach 
Your Hiking Goals
It starts with really understanding what is 
important to you when you hit the trail

By Craig Romano

A s I approached the mile-high trailhead, 
sun rapidly fading into the hazy sky, I 
was glowing. I had just finished 41 miles 
and 10,000 vertical feet of climbing on 

the Timberline Trail around Oregon’s Mount Hood — in 
one day. The fact that I had recently turned 60 and had 
been diagnosed with an autoimmune disease made this 
accomplishment all the sweeter. Starting medication 
that allowed me to move pain free — coupled with a 
milestone birthday — propelled me to accomplish some 
big hiking and life goals.

I’ve been tormented my entire life that there’s not 
enough time to do all the things I want to do. With my 
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insatiable wanderlust and desire to physically challenge myself, 
I’ve been setting travel and fitness goals — and savoring how 
they have enhanced my life — for my whole life. At the age of 14, 
I committed with my best friend to bicycle across the country 
upon graduating high school. And at 18, I bicycled across the 
country and around it on an 8-month, 13,000-mile ride through 
41 states.

I started running in my 20s to deal with depression and anxiety. 
I ran my first marathon at 29 and ran Boston for my third. In my 
late 40s, I decided to put all my hiking and running experience 
to work. I ran the White River 50-mile Trail Run to celebrate my 
50th birthday. 

Through the years I’ve been inspired by others’ goals and 
physical accomplishments. Many folks have offered me 
guidance, support and encouragement — and now I want to 
pay it forward. I find that setting hiking and fitness goals affects 
many other aspects of our lives. Assessing your desires and 
aspirations, being disciplined and patient to reach them, and 
looking at the bigger picture is a good way to approach life. 

It’s okay to dream big, but be realistic. If your goal is to someday 
thru-hike the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT), but you’re currently 
only doing short day hikes, you’ll need to do some planning 
to bring your goal to fruition. But if you don’t start increasing 
your mileage, working on strength and endurance conditioning, 
taking overnight trips, researching gear and techniques, saving 
funds for the trip, and planning for taking the necessary time 
off from your usual life routines — then your PCT dream will 
simply remain a dream.

But most importantly, if your goal is to do the PCT, Appalachian 
Trail, the Camino de Santiago or any other long-distance hike, 
be sure to do it because you want to do it. This sounds obvious, 
but plenty of folks take on goals because they feel they need 
to prove something, because they feel expected to do it or 
for other, external, motivations. If you’re not passionate and 
sincere about your goal, you’re more likely to set yourself up 
for failure. Your goal should be relevant to you and your own 
situation. 

For my 60th birthday celebration, I went back to my home 
state of New Hampshire and hiked the grueling Presidential 
Traverse (7 peaks, 19.5 miles, 7,600 vertical feet) in a day! I 
had worked in the region as a wilderness ranger in my 20s and 
it was emotional to go back and challenge myself after all of 
those years. Your goal should be 100 percent centered on you. 
Folks hit the trail for physical, spiritual and emotional reasons 
— or to commune with nature, seek self-discovery, partake in 
a pilgrimage, and much more — but whatever the reason, it 
should have meaning to you.

Don’t feel like you have to train for a recording-setting, long-
distance hike — unless you really want to! Goals come in all 
sizes, and you can be equally satisfied by doing your first solo 
hike, your first overnight or your longest day hike. Or start trail 
running, mountain biking, cross-country skiing or some other 
trail pursuit that you think may lead to self-fulfillment.

And goals don’t have to be grandiose like hiking a national 

scenic trail in a full sweep. Perhaps a better goal would be to 
do the PCT in sections. This way, too, you avoid that emotional 
drop after completing a goal — as you have many years or a 
lifetime to keep the momentum going. Expand your horizons. 
How about hiking some of our other national scenic trails? How 
about hiking in different national parks or states? A common 
goal among many marathoners is to join the 50 States Club by 
running a marathon in each of the states. I pursued something 
much smaller but equally satisfying trying to be a 39er by 
running a race in each of Washington’s 39 counties. What a 
great way to go to places you wouldn’t normally consider.

But no matter your goal, make a plan. Write down what you 
want to accomplish and when you want to do it. Then outline 
the formula to make it successful. Research what it takes to be 
successful achieving it. Surround yourselves with others who 
are on a similar path. Consider a shared goal with someone 
else. It’s a great way to stay committed with the added bonus 
of strengthening a bond. Make goals as a couple or as a family 
and forever hold shared memories. I just read about a family 
with two young kids (ages 7 and 9) committed to hiking all 
of New Hampshire’s 48 highest peaks during the pandemic 
shutdowns. To their surprise, they finished within 18 months 
due to the newfound excitement and momentum. Now they 
have their eyes on doing New England’s 64 highest summits. 
Completing a worthy hiking goal often leads itself to the next 
one.

Don’t let life get in the way of your dreams. Get creative. To 
stay in shape even when I have a busy schedule, I incorporate 
my workouts into my routines. I’ll run to an appointment 
instead of driving, therefore sneaking a workout into my 
busy schedule. Need motivation to get started? Dedicate 
your goal. Climb Mount Rainier for a loved one who couldn’t. 
Get involved with a cause. WTA’s annual Hike-a-Thon is an 
excellent way to set a new goal, all while raising money for 
trails. You’ll be involved with an active community. And you’ll 
enjoy (and be motivated by) being supported by others and by 
returning support.

And accept that sometimes life throws you a curve ball or 
makes too many demands, forcing you to reassess your goals. 
It’s okay to modify, scale back or completely change course. But 
just don’t give up. As life progresses and we grow older, accept 
the changes. I can no longer run the speeds I used to when I 
was younger. Instead, I now focus on endurance — and even in 
my 60s I feel I haven’t yet achieved my greatest challenges here. 
I have my eyes on someday running a 100K (62-mile) trail race, 
something I never would have considered in my 20s. 

The New Year is fast approaching. This is the perfect time to 
sit down and do some deep reflecting. What have you always 
wanted to do when it comes to hiking? How can you make that 
happen? What will it take to get you there? Now begin reaching 
for your goal as you would when setting out on the trail — one 
step at a time! Enjoy the journey. 

Craig Romano is a hiking guide author; craigromano.com. 
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Find Your Next Book
Reading is an ideal past time all year — but it seems 
particularly rewarding during the dark, wet days of winter. 
At WTA, we’ve been doing a lot of reading this year, and we 
want to recommend some of our favorite new books. We 
hope you find something you love. And for more ideas, go to 
wta.org/books. 
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Trail Mix Bookshelf 

“Imaginary Peaks: The Riesenstein Hoax and Other 
Mountain Dreams” by Katie Ives 

Katie Ives’s debut novel, “Imaginary Peaks: The Riesenstein 
Hoax and Other Mountain Dreams,” tells the true tales of 
fictional lands dreamed up by adventurers the world over. 
At first glance, it may not conjure an obvious connection to 
Washington, but the novel opens with Washingtonians — 
most notably, Harvey Manning, our own famed author of 
beloved guidebooks such as the “100 Classic Hikes: Washington.” Incidentally, 
Manning served as lead editor on the inaugural edition of “Mountaineering: 
The Freedom of the Hills,” whose success as the definitive mountaineering text 
launched Mountaineer Books, which also published “Imaginary Peaks” 

Ives takes us through time and space from the texts of the Qin Dynasty 
to modern phantoms in Google Earth, but always returns to Washington, 
threading Cascade Crests and emerald basins to the birth of fictitious pinnacles 
around the globe. As readers follow gripping and meticulously constructed 
historical accounts peppered with fun factoids, we come to realize that from 
Shangri-La to our own Deception Pass, mythical places are deeply entwined 
in our collective consciousness. The novel is a fascinating look at the human 
desire to discover new places, and how that desire fuels imagination and lore — 
a must read for anyone who has ever been called to explore.  
— Charlie Lieu, WTA board member

“Lookout: Love, Solitude and Searching 
for Wildfire in the Boreal Forest”  
by Trina Moyles

“Whatever you do, do 
not go out there to find 
yourself.” These words 
of warning given to the 
author during training 
for her first season as a 
fire lookout turn out to 
be a prediction. Dropped 
at a remote tower in the boreal forest of 
northern Alberta, with only a dog for 
company, Moyles finds herself obsessively 
examining herself and upending her life in 
the isolation of the lookout. After a bumpy 
start, following the author’s journey as 
she learns to trust her senses and grows 
into a seasoned, skillful fire spotter is a 
lesson in persistence, independence and 
self discovery. Through Moyles’s witty 
and brutally honest storytelling, it feels as 
though you’re there with her in that lonely 
lookout tower, sharing her wild adventures, 
which are at times hilarious introspective, or 
truly terrifying. After this book, you may find 
yourself researching opportunities to spend 
a summer as a fire lookout, or at least to hike 
to one of Washington’s many fire lookouts! 
— Laura Norsen, database coordinator
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“Fatima’s Great Outdoors” by Ambreen Tariq,  
illustrated by Stevie Lewis

Fatima is having a hard week. The kids at school 
wrinkled their noses at her lunch, a boy pulled her 
braid and her math quiz didn’t go so well. But, that 
weekend, her family had their first camping trip 
planned. They snacked on samosas and sang along 
to Bollywood tunes as they drove to the state park. 
Fatima helped her papa set up the tent and learned 
how to make a fire by watching her mama. And she and her sister even got 
past their terror of the “forest monster.” By the time Fatima goes back to 
school, she has something to tell her classmates with pride and excitement. 
“Fatima’s Great Outdoors” is a beautiful book, with an especially powerful 
message for anyone who doesn’t quite fit in. Ambreen Tariq is an activist 
and creator of Brown People Camping. Read her book to the kids in your 
life — just be prepared for them to ask to go camping when you’re done.                           
— Jessi Loerch, Washington Trails editor 

“The Camping Trip” by Jennifer K. Mann

Ernestine lives in the city with her dad and has 
never been camping before when her aunt and 
cousin take her along and show her the ropes. “The 
Camping Trip,” by local author-illustrator Jennifer 
K. Mann, has a lot to offer parents introducing 
kids to nature. It run through the practical things 
kids love to know (what to pack, how long the 
car ride will be, where you’ll sleep). And it shows 
Earnestine pushing her limits, carrying a heavy backpack on a hike, braving 
homesickness and swimming in a lake full of fishes! Full of warmth, humor 
and gorgeous illustrations, this story is one you won’t mind reading to 
younger kids on repeat. The comic book style also makes it a great early 
reader. It’s perfect for preparing children for their first camping trip or 
relishing memories of summer. This book won a 2021 Washington State 
Book Award and would make a terrific gift.  
— Loren Drummond, digital content manager

“Discovering Nature on the Mountainside” and 
“Discovering the Hidden Woodland World” by 
Lenka Chytilová, illustrated by Hedviga Gutierrez

The “Discovering Nature on the Mountainside” and 
“Discovering the Hidden Woodland World” board 
books are unlike most children’s board books. This 
sturdy educational series features layered cutout pages 
that cleverly create a reading experience mimicking 
the discovery of an actual outdoor experience. As you 
turn the pages, you’ll reveal hidden hibernating bears, 
mountaintop marmots, foraging insects and shifting 
seasons. Not narrative driven, they’re ideal for letting 
kids’ interests and imaginations take the lead (though 
there are written prompts and educational captions). 
Toddlers have plenty to point at, and adults may get curious enough about 
the critters they can’t immediately identify to do a bit more research. Just like 
on a hike. — Loren Drummond

“Migrations” by 
Charlotte McConaghy

Sometimes a book sticks 
with you, lingering 
in your mind long 
after you’ve finished 
reading. “Migrations” 
is one of those books. 
Set in a not-so-distant 
future where the seas 
and skies become 
increasingly empty as countless species 
go extinct, the novel begins with Franny, 
a woman with a mysterious past, talking 
her way onto a struggling commercial 
fishing boat in Greenland. Franny manages 
to convince them to aid her in a research 
project tracking what will likely be the 
final migration of Arctic terns from the 
Arctic to Antarctica by promising to use the 
birds to lead the crew to sporadic schools 
of fish. Over the course of their long and 
perilous journey south, Franny’s tragic and 
potentially dangerous past is gradually 
revealed. With sparkling prose and tragic 
characters, this page turner of a novel will 
be one you’ll find yourself entirely unable 
to put down. — Laura Norsen 

“Hiking Washington’s History” by Judy 
Bentley and Craig Romano

This is the second 
edition of Judy 
Bentley’s guide to 
history and trails in 
Washington state. 
Guidebook author Craig 
Romano teamed up 
with her for this update, 
which includes 12 new 
hikes, and general 
updates throughout. It’s a good partnership 
— Bentley is an expert on Pacific Northwest 
history and Romano is a master at detailed, 
entertaining trail descriptions. If you enjoy 
history or hiking, you’ll love this book. Even if 
you never hike any of these trails, you’ll learn 
about the state’s history in a way you hadn’t 
considered before — perfect rainy day reading. 
And the book is full of lovely photos, both 
current and historic, and maps to help you 
when you do head out to explore on your own. 
— Jessi Loerch
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“Mount Rainier National Park: An Artist’s Tour” by Molly Hashimoto

Molly Hashimoto is an affectionate tour guide 
to Mount Rainier National Park. Whether 
you’ve never been or you’ve been a thousand 
times, you’ll enjoy her circuit through the 
park. The book is filled with the beautiful 
watercolor paintings that she is so well known 
for. Hashimoto has an artist’s eye, which of 
course comes through in her watercolors. 
But it also is clear in her writings. She’s a 
devoted fan of Mount Rainier, and she’s spent 
countless hours looking closely at it for her art. That detail comes through in her 
writing as well. Her explanations of natural history, geology and human history 
are mixed in with her own stories of her time in the park. It’s the next best thing 
to actually taking a hike through the park with her.

“Northwest Know-How: Trees” by Karen Gaudette Brewer, illustrations by 
Emily Poole

“Our native trees loom large in our imaginations 
because they’ve seen more than many of us will ever 
see in our lifetimes. And when our time is past, they’ll 
remain to witness the future,” Karen Gaudette Brewer 
writes in her introduction to her tiny, tidy, beautiful 
book. The book is a collection of natural histories 
for the trees you’re likely to see on a hike around the 
Northwest. You can pick up this book for a quick 
reference or sit down to read by a cozy fire. In addition 
to the stories of specific trees, you’ll find “Northwest 
Wonders” that explain how winds shape trees and give 
you a quick glimpse of ghost forests. And while you’ll 
certainly want to read all the way through, this book could stand alone just on its 
images. The illustrations by Emily Poole are simply stunning. 

“The Book of the Moon: A Guide to 
Our Closest Neighbor” by Maggie 
Aderin-Pocock

If you’ve ever 
looked in wonder 
at the beauty of 
the moon, this 
book is for you. 
Maggie Aderin-
Pocock has been 
entranced by 
the moon since 
she was small. 
She brings her 
lifetime of enthusiasm to this utterly 
charming book. You’ll learn the science 
of the moon — did you know that the 
gravity on the moon isn’t consistent? 
Parts have higher gravity, which scientists 
luckily discovered before the first moon 
landing. You’ll also learn about history, 
art, mythology and even the tides. The 
author’s explanation of the tides is simple 
and clear, and utterly fascinating. The 
writing is so conversational, it feels like 
you’re just having a chat with a good 
friend about her favorite obsession. 
After reading this book, you’ll always be 
willing to walk out after dark to look for 
the moon — and you’ll understand why 
sometimes, you can see it during the day, 
too. — Jessi Loerch 

Trail Mix Bookshelf 
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Learn more and sign up at wta.org/olt

 Photos by Lily Poppen and Loren Drummond 

SNOWSHOEING
Jan. 29 – Paradise (Mount Rainier) 
Feb. 26 – Gold Creek (Snoqualmie Pass)

HIKING
March 26 – Point Defiance (Tacoma)
April 30 – Tradition Plateau (Issaquah)
July 16 – Tradition Plateau 
Oct. 1 – Point Defiance

CAMPING
May 21 – Dash Point (Federal Way)

BACKPACKING
August 2022 – Ozette Triangle  
(Olympic National Park)

LEARN • LEAD • INSPIRE

GET OUTSIDE
Let us help you 

Calling all educators and youth program professionals — 
take learning outdoors this year with youth and families 
in your community. Join WTA to learn how to plan and 
lead snowshoeing, camping, hiking or backpacking 
outings with your program. By the end of the hands-on 
workshop, you will have the skills to feel confident in 
setting goals and leading a fun and memorable outing. 
After attending a workshop, you gain access to WTA’s 
gear libraries — including WTA’s new gear library in 
Puyallup! 

with youth and families 



If the Shoe Fits ...  
That’s a Good Start
How to  pick the right hiking footwear. 

By Sandra Saathoff
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H iking and backpacking are relatively simple 
activities. We travel along adventurous routes 
with everything we need on our backs, but 
unlike the critters native to the wild, we don’t 

have sturdy hooves or hardy pads. We look to shoes or boots to 
protect our feet. And if we don’t choose wisely, what should be a 
fun time can be halted by sore — or even injured — feet. 

Lucky for us, there are plenty of footwear options — shoes, 
boots, and minimalist footwear — so let’s take a look at some of 
them.

Shoes vs. boots
The debate between proponents of boots or shoes can get 
quite heated at times, with strong opinions on both sides. Boot 
proponents tout the longevity, ankle protection and support for 
weight carrying, while shoe proponents point to lighter weight, 
comfort and quick-drying benefits. In the end, it’s about finding 
the right option for your individual feet. And being open to 
change can be a good thing. Let’s dive deeper into the options.

Shoes 
Long trail thru-hikers, backpackers doing thousands of miles 
in a season, introduced many in the community to the concept 
of hiking in shoes, rather than boots. When trying to hike big 
mileage each day, they found that the energy expended wearing 
the lighter trail runners was significantly less than when 
wearing a heavier boot – and when you’re on your feet for 10–12 
hours a day or more, that’s a big deal. A survey of 2020 PCT 
thru-hikers (halfwayanywhere.com/trails/pacific-crest-trail/
pct-gear-guide-2020/#high) found that trail runners and hiking 
shoes are preferred. 

Trail runners are basically running shoes that have been 
beefed up with more aggressive support and traction to deal 
with the more variable conditions of trails vs. roads. They 
are lightweight and flexible, which allows your feet to feel 
the terrain for nimble movement. They have fabric or mesh 
construction for breathability, which means they get wet 
immediately when submerged, but also dry quickly. They do 
not, however, offer protection for ankles or much protection 
for feet from rocks, brush or other abrasive perils on trail. Trail 
runners may not be the best option for those carrying heavier 
packs of over 35 pounds, as their support is not designed for 
that purpose. Weight: about 1.25 pounds per pair. Cost: $75–
$150 retail, but check outlets and slightly used options for cost 
savings.

Hiking shoes are the middle ground between trail runners and 
boots. They look a lot like trail runners, but are designed with 
more structural support and longer-lasting soles. The soles are 
stiffer than trail running soles and the shoe weight is slightly 
heavier, but what they offer in durability, foot support and 
overall ruggedness is where they shine. Hiking shoes generally 
feature tougher construction that offers more protection from 
trail obstacles and a toe cap that can save you from a painful 
toe stub or the drop of a light rock, but they still offer no ankle 
protection. The more aggressive and durable sole lugs are great 

If the Shoe Fits ...  
That’s a Good Start

By Sandra Saathoff

Other footwear features to consider 
Zero-drop shoes are a subset of trail runners and hiking 
shoes. Zero-drop refers to the angle from your heel to your 
toe. Most shoes are manufactured with the heel slightly 
higher than the toe to aid forward momentum. Zero-drop 
aficionados highlight the benefits of having one’s foot in a 
position that mimics how we stand when barefoot, saying 
that it evokes a more natural spine alignment, improved 
ankle mobility and improved balance. Since most of us are 
used to wearing shoes with at least a slight elevation, it can 
take some time to adjust and injuries are possible if you 
jump right into long-distance hiking in zero-drop shoes. 

Tied laces vs. single-pull laces: Single-pull laces are 
something mostly seen on trail runners. They make cinching 
up one’s shoes quick, but the locking mechanism is not 
always trustworthy and shoes can loosen significantly on 
trail. While tied laces do take an extra minute to put on, 
they allow for much more control over the lacing strategy 
and can be adjusted to be looser or tighter, depending on 
conditions. And, if you use a “hiker’s knot,” your laces will 
not come undone. (youtube.com/watch?v=deymL_kfHuk)

Gaiters are worth considering if you go with some kind of 
shoe option. A lightweight, inexpensive set of spandex nylon 
gaiters keeps detritus out of the shoe. Companies like Dirty 
Girl, dirtygirlgaiters.com, offer a wide array of colorfully 
patterned options.
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for traction in variable conditions and can help you comfortably 
tote a light to mid-weight backpack up and down mountains. 
Weight: about 1.5 pounds per pair. Cost: $100–$150 retail, but 
check outlets and slightly used options for cost savings.

Boots 
Traditional leather hiking boots are built to last thousands of 
trail miles. They feature a hard sole and deep tread and often hit 
above the top of the ankle. This provides protection from rocks 
and brush on trail. Contrary to popular belief, the collar is not 
for ankle support; instead, that comes more from the stiffness 
of the sole. Its resistance to flexing holds the foot in place 
and allows a neutral position when hiking over terrain. While 
leather boots generally take time to form to the foot, wearing 
them at home for an hour a day can result in a boot that feels 
nearly custom and, with care, can last many years. Leather 
boots can even be taken to a shoe repair shop to be resoled as 
needed, to extend their life.

Synthetic hiking boots feature many of the same benefits, but 
in a less expensive and less durable material. Over time, the 
uppers of synthetic boots fray or develop holes, much like 
their shoe counterparts. However, non-waterproof versions are 
much more breathable than leather, which makes them cooler 
than their leather counterparts, potentially making them more 
desirable in summer than winter. 

Boots come in a couple different heights: some just over the 
ankle and others a bit higher up the calf. Which one is right for 
you is purely a personal choice, with higher boots providing 
more protection against bumps, bruises and abrasions, as well 
as keeping rocks, sticks and snow out, but adding weight to 
your feet.

Weight: 2.5 to 3 pounds per pair. Cost: $125–$400 retail, but 
check outlets and slightly used options for cost savings.

Minimalist options
Not everyone chooses shoes or boots; some prefer sandals 
or something like a Vibram five-toed shoe that mimics being 
barefoot on the trail. Some people even like hiking barefoot, 
building up the callouses and connecting intimately to the 
trail with their feet. It’s all about what works for you. If you 
decide to go minimalist, just be aware that you’re sacrificing the 
protection that shoes or boots provide and plan accordingly. Try 
your option on short outings before you take a longer trip.

Waterproof or not? 
With waterproof footwear, your feet are likely to stay dryer, at 
least in the beginning, when the waterproofing is new and the 
day young. After time, the coating wears and no longer works. 
There are aftermarket options for reinstating at least some level 
of waterproofing, either with a spray or rub-in product, but 
assume that if you encounter days of rain or lots of puddles, 
your feet will be wet and it will take quite some time for the 
boots to dry. In the hot summer, waterproofed footwear leads to 
hot feet, as it’s less breathable than a non-waterproof option. 
With non-waterproofed footwear, if you walk in water or wet 

grass and bushes, you will have wet feet. But your feet will stay 
cooler in summer and the shoes will dry faster. Like so many 
things, it’s really a personal choice. If possible, maybe it’s best 
to have both options available. Waterproof boots work well with 
snowshoes in winter.

Inserts
Regardless of your footwear choice, manufacturers do not tend 
to provide a high-quality insert with good arch support. If you 
find that your feet are overly tired or sore during or after hikes, 
you might consider an aftermarket insert. Companies like 
Superfeet offer a variety of options suited to different activities 
and needs. The extra support and cushion can make a huge 
difference in extending the comfort and mileage of your outings.

Fit
Determining the best setup for your feet is not something you 
can do online — at least not entirely. Articles may provide a 
general direction (shoes vs. boots) or some guidelines about 
which options are best for wide feet, narrow feet, or feet with 
bunions, but there is no substitute for going to stores and trying 
on footwear. Many outdoor stores have terrain slopes you can 
walk on to see how the footwear performs going up and down 
and on rocks, as well as flat surfaces. You’re looking for an 
option that locks your heel into place without slippage and 
provides enough width for the ball of your foot. You want it 
sized so that your toes are not bumping up against the front of 
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the boot, but have at least a half-inch of space, especially when 
going downhill (hiking in too-small boots is a great way to lose 
toenails). It may take trying on several pairs of boots or shoes to 
find what feels best, but you’ll thank yourself for your patience 
once you get to the mountains. And if you value being able to 
try on all those shoes, consider buying them in store, rather 
than online, and supporting those local businesses. 

Caring for footwear – making it last
You’ve invested significant dollars in your footwear. In order to 
make it last as long as possible, here are a few tips:

• Dirt grinds away at materials and causes wear. When you 
return from the wild, give your footwear a gentle bath. 
• Take out the insoles and air them out, letting them dry fully. 
• Remove laces and use a soft cloth to wipe away any dust and 
a scrub brush to gently remove other dirt from the boot uppers 
and soles.
• Take into consideration the material your footwear is made 
of. With leather, brush off mud while it’s still wet. Mud sucks 
moisture from leather and leaves it less pliable over time. Use 
a ph-balanced leather soap and conditioner. For synthetic 
trail runners, you may be able to just toss them in the washing 
machine and let them air dry. 
• Dry your hiking boots or shoes at room temperature. Heat 
extremes are not kind to any materials.

When is it time for new footwear?
When the tread on the bottom is no longer aggressive enough 
for safety on your chosen hikes, it’s time to look for new shoes. 

When the cushion in the shoes has compacted and you find 
your feet sore after hikes that don’t normally make your feet 
sore. When the boot has holes in it that impact the stability and 
support it provides. Basically, when the footwear is no longer 
doing the job you bought it to do. How long that takes depends 
on the quality of the initial purchase and the number of miles 
spent on your feet. It may be a season; it may be several years.

Before you toss your footwear in the garbage, think about some 
options for extending its life instead of adding it to the landfill.

• Consider transitioning your hiking boots to winter. Even if the 
tread is worn, by adding yaktrax or snowshoes, the boots may be 
serviceable for another few years of outdoor play.
• Shoes that are no longer supportive enough to carry a 
backpack might be fine for walking the dog or doing errands. 
• A friend just getting into hiking might love to put a few more 
miles on your boots if they aren’t too far gone. Or even consider 
donating them to a lending gear closet or youth organization. 
This is an especially good option for kids who have outgrown 
their boots before wearing them out. 
• Some companies collect shoes and recycle them into other 
things: secondhand clothing, fiber for home insulation, carpet 
padding, tracks and playground floors. A quick Google search 
will help you determine where you can take shoes to be recycled.

While we’ll never be as adept on trail as the mountain 
goats we like to spot, manufacturers have spent a lot of time 
and money developing an abundance of options from which to 
choose. It’s just a matter of taking the time to find what works 
best for your feet and soon you’ll be dancing on the trails.
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Photography has played an important role in protecting the 
wild landscapes and trails so beloved by those who live in 
and visit Washington state. As lawmakers debated wilderness 
protection, “The Wild Cascades: Forgotten Parkland,” a 
large format book consisting primarily of photographs, was 
published and distributed to every member of Congress in 

1965 as part of an effort to increase wilderness protections. 
In 1984, The Mountaineers published a similar book entitled 
“Washington Wilderness: The Unfinished Work.” “Washington 
Wilderness” was a celebration of the Wilderness Act of 1964 
and the land that it protected, but also made the case that 
wilderness protection in Washington state was unfinished 
and proposed a host of new areas for protection under the 
Wilderness Act including some, like Indian Heaven, Glacier 
View, Lake Chelan-Sawtooth and Tatoosh that were later 
granted wilderness status. Others, like Nason Ridge and the 
Dark Divide, remain unprotected.

The role of photography in wilderness protection and 
trail funding
A lot has changed since those two influential books were 
published. Heavy medium- and large-format film cameras have 

Photography 
and the Future 
of Trails
By Doug Diekema

Trail Mix Camera Bag 
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been largely replaced by phones that take digital images and 
fit into a pocket. Images that required a book or magazine to be 
seen can now be “published” on countless social media sites 
where they receive far more views than any book or magazine 
would achieve. Professionals now share the photographic 
realm with thousands of amateur photographers. What has 
not changed is the important role of photography in raising 
awareness about wilderness protection, increasing public 
support for trails and trail maintenance, and making the case 
for additional funding of both. Ironically, as trail use has 
increased significantly over the past several years, the number 
of trails available to hikers has decreased. Some trails have 
become all but unusable for lack of attention, pushing more 
people onto fewer trails. Recreation budgets have decreased at 
a time when outdoor recreation is more popular than ever. The 
protection of wilderness areas and the preservation of trails 

cannot be taken for granted and remains an ongoing battle in 
which photographers must continue to play a role.

The social media conundrum
There is no question that easy access to information, peer 
recommendations, and spectacular photographs that appear 
every day on dozens of web pages and social media sites 
have increased the popularity of hiking and backpacking 
on Washington’s trails. But that enthusiasm has unwittingly 
created a dilemma: Many of these information sources tend to 
push people toward a small handful of trails, which may not 
be designed to hold up to that level of visitation. And, if photos 
show behaviors like tents placed on sensitive meadows, dogs 
off leash, hiking off trail or other activities that violate Leave No 
Trace principles, they may unwittingly encourage others to do 
the same. 

Hope for the future: Advocating responsibly through 
photography
Photography remains an essential ingredient in the protection 
of Washington wilderness and the trails that allow entry into 
those special places. Beautiful images posted on social media 
and internet sites have engaged thousands of new trail users 
who wish to see these lovely places. Responsible photographers 
can help protect these fragile landscapes. That starts with 
behaving as good stewards of these national treasures, 
including staying on the trail and not operating drones in 
wilderness areas. Photographers should think carefully about 
tagging locations of their photos, particularly for popular trails 
that see a lot of use, or for trails that aren’t designed for heavy 
use. And whenever you can, use your images to advocate for 
increased funding and maintenance of trails that have all but 
disappeared. 

Washington is blessed with miles of wonderful trails, but 
the maintenance and expansion of trail access remains an 
unfinished work. My hope is that the army of photographers 
that populate social media can use their craft for trail and 
wilderness advocacy.

Sharing photos that 
model responsible 
behavior, such as 
having dogs on 
leash, is one way 
photographers can 
help care for trails.
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Hike It

As winter comes to Washington, familiar places become winter 
worlds transformed by snow and hushed by the cool air and slowing 
of natural rhythms. And even though many high trails are out of 
reach, hikers can still experience it all by reimagining snow-covered 
roads as snowshoe trails and finding the joy of lowland parks close to 
home. Stay outside to see trails transition with the season.

Transitions and Transformations

Connecting With a 
Changing Landscape 
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McKenzie Conservation Area
Spokane area 
This 465-acre property protects important wildlife habitat and 
3,000 feet of Newman Lake shoreline while at the same time 
providing hiking opportunities for visitors. Old logging roads are 
connected by a series of single-track trails to form the network of 
approximately 6 total trail miles.
By Holly Weiler

For one enjoyable route, hike out Bedrock Ridge from the trailhead, 
passing through a surprisingly lush second-growth forest of cedar and 
conifer. Just over a half mile into the hike, bear left and downhill on 
Cross Draw, continuing to where it intersects Turtle Rock Trail. Take a 
right and head down this old roadbed to the lakeshore, which you'll 
reach at approximately 1.8 miles. You’ll want to linger at Newman Lake, 
both for the views of the shoreline and the surrounding mountains and 
also for the native plant garden, installed and maintained by neighbors 
of this Conservation Futures property.

After taking it all in, continue up the roadbed and just around the bend 
to rejoin Bedrock Ridge. You'll take this trail all the way back to the 
parking lot, gaining elevation and getting a few more glimpses of the 
lake on the part that will be new to you, then eventually rejoining the 
beginning section to complete the lollipop. Watch for snowshoe hares, 
whitetail deer and, if you’re lucky, a resident at the eagle’s nest near the 
lakeshore. 

In the final few hundred feet before returning to the parking lot, there’s 
the option to take the newer Vision Quest Trail to the west, which adds 
a 1.5-mile loop on the newest portion of the conservation area. Vision 
Quest takes hikers to the highest point on the property, so the visit 
includes a little extra elevation gain.

Seasonal tip: This is a regular hike much of the winter (although 
traction devices might be useful when it’s icy). It could also be a 
snowshoe hike following winter storms. Be sure to check the Spokane 
County Parks trailhead camera website (spokanecounty.org/4214/
Trailhead-Web-Cams-List) to assess snow conditions in the parking lot 
before a winter visit, since after fresh snowfall it might take the plow 
operators a little extra time to reach this trailhead. 
Distance: 6 miles of trails  ◆  Elevation gain: 500 feet  ◆  Peak elevation: 2,600 feet  
Map: USGS Newman Lake   ◆  Permit: None  ◆  Dogs: Leashed

Info: wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/mckenzie-conservation-area

Trailhead: From Spokane, take I-90 east to Sullivan Road. Take Sullivan Road north to 
Trent Avenue (SR 290), then take Trent eastbound to Starr Road. Turn north and drive 3 
miles. Turn right at the Y onto Hauser Lake Road. Continue about 0.5 mile and turn left 
on Muzzy Road. Muzzy Road becomes West Newman Lake Road; drive 4.5 miles and 
watch for the trailhead and parking area on the left.

NEARBY HIKES
Hauser Lake Conservation Area: Explore the burgeoning trail system in this conservation 
area nestled against the Idaho border. Link together trails and old logging roads for your 
preferred mileage. (5.7 miles roundtrip, 600 feet elevation gain)

Antoine Peak-Robbins Road Snowshoe Loop: This snowshoe loop is a great winter 
outing ending at a viewpoint of Spokane Valley below. Depending on the snow depth, 
pack either micro spikes or snowshoes. (2 miles roundtrip, 250 feet elevation gain)
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Mallardy Ridge Snowshoe
Mountain Loop Highway
On a clear day, some of the area’s most notable peaks are visible from the crest 
of Mallardy Ridge, reached by snowshoeing along an easy-to-follow route.
By Lindsay Leffelman 

The Mountain Loop Highway offers an abundance of recreational opportunities year-
round. Through spring, summer and fall, the network of Forest Service roads branching 
off the highway leads hikers to many exquisite trails with stunning views. However, come 
winter, the roads themselves become the trails. Snowshoers looking for a bit of solitude 
and mountain views will appreciate a trek along Mallardy Ridge.

Starting from the Stillaguamish River Valley bottom, follow a series of snow-covered forest 
roads to the crest of Mallardy Ridge, sitting below the northeast face of Bald Mountain. 
Begin by following Mallardy Ridge Road (Forest Road 4030) southward through a mossy 
cedar forest as the road makes a long and steady ascent toward the ridge. Avoid any spur 
roads, remaining instead on the main roadway for 1.5 miles, where you’ll reach a junction. 
Follow seldom-traveled Forest Road 4032 to the right, continuing in a generally westward 
direction, until reaching a sharp hairpin turn in the road. 

Over the next mile, as the road makes its way in a southerly direction again, traverse some 
ups and downs before crossing Mallardy Creek. From here, the road begins ascending 
the ridge. Continue steadily climbing for 2.5 miles. At the 5-mile mark, the crest of the 
ridge is reached, marking the turnaround point of this route. Enjoy lunch while enjoying 
the views. To the southwest, nearby Bald Mountain dominates the skyline, while Liberty 
Mountain, Little Chief Peak, and Three Fingers are visible to the north. 

Seasonal tip: Due to its low starting elevation, the snowshoe route to Mallardy Ridge is 
best left for later in the winter, unless it is an unusually snowy year. 

Distance: 10 miles roundtrip     
Elevation gain: 1,900 feet     
Peak elevation: 3,200 feet     
Map: Green Trails 110: Silverton    
Permit: None     
Dogs: Leashed 

Info: wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/mallardy-
ridge-snowshoe

Trailhead: From Granite Falls, drive the 
Mountain Loop Highway east. Continue 
7.4 miles past the Verlot Public Service 
Center. Turn south onto Mallardy Ridge 
Road (FR 4030) and park in the wide area 
near the junction with the highway. In low 
snow years, continue up the road until 
you reach the snowline. 

NEARBY HIKES
Bear Lake Snowshoe: The snowshoe to 
Bear Lake traverses a series of forest roads 
branching off from the Mountain Loop 
Highway. Though the lower reaches of 
the road are popular with snowmobilers 
and skiers, the lake itself is a good place 
for solitude. (10 miles roundtrip, 1,400 feet 
elevation gain)

Boardman Lake: The winter route to 
Boardman Lake makes for a nice winter 
camping experience with campsites along 
the lake’s eastern shore. From the frozen 
lake, enjoy scenic mountain views. (11.6 
miles roundtrip, 1,800 feet elevation gain)
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Lake Wynoochee East Shore Trail 
Olympic Peninsula 
This winter hike goes through groves of old growth to a lakeshore beach with 
views of the snowy Olympics. 
By Leslie Romer 

This section of the trail that goes all the way around Lake Wynoochee can be started at a 
paved road end on the east side of the dam, or at the end of a side road, off gravel Forest 
Road 2270, a few miles farther north. Start from the north for better views into the high 
Olympic Peaks at the turn-around point (aka lunch time).

Starting the hike from the north end of the route, the trailhead is about 100 yards from 
the bulletin board at the end of the trailhead directions (see sidebar). The trail starts on a 
narrow footpath heading up a short hill, not in the informal campsite closer to the board. 
This little hill offers the first of numerous ups and downs. The first mile and a quarter of 
the trail features two bridges, each preceded and followed by short ascents and descents. 

In addition to colorful foliage in season, there are groves of old-growth hemlocks and 
firs, giant big leaf maples and occasional majestic cedars. The trail is well shaded, so 
good for hiking on a hot summer day, too.

As the trail approaches the dam, the path emerges from the forest to a broad cobblestone 
beach, separated from the tall dam by its float-cordoned intake pool. A giant rusty pipe 
at the western end of the beach takes on the role of the forest hiker’s usual log, providing 
a sitting spot for a dozen hikers. It is a great place to have lunch, looking north up the 
lake, toward the often-snowy Olympic mountains.

When you return to the trailhead, you can visit the Wynoochee Lake shoreline by 
continuing down the gravel road from the parking area about a quarter mile, to the beach.

Distance: 5.5 miles roundtrip     
Elevation gain: 800 feet     
Peak elevation: 930 feet     
Map: USGS Wynoochee Lake      
Permit: None   ◆  Dogs: Leashed

Info: wta.org/go-hiking/hikes/lake-
wynoochee-east-shore-trail

Trailhead: From Highway 12, take 
the Devonshire Road exit just west of 
Montesano. Continue onto the Wynoochee 
Valley Road for 33.2 miles, at which point 
the road becomes Forest Road 2270 and 
turns to bumpy gravel. Stay on Forest Road 
2270 for 2.2 miles, turning left at the first 
side road. Take it slow on this side road 
for a few hundred feet and park near the 
trailhead sign. No facilities at the trailhead. 

NEARBY HIKES
Spoon Creek Falls: This winter waterfall 
hike starts with a short and sweet descent 
with peekaboo views of the falls as you go. 
Turn around after viewing Spoon Creek 
falls and climb back to your car. (0.8 miles 
roundtrip, 200 feet elevation gain)

Maidenhair Falls: Travel through a lush 
river valley to a bridge that overlooks the 
falls. The winter forest and waterfall are a 
delight. Return the way you came, saving 
the loop option for the summer when the 
river ford is safe. (1 mile roundtrip, 100 feet 
elevation gain)
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Distance: 10.4 miles 
roundtrip 
Elevation gain: 
1,100 feet 
Peak elevation: 
3,825 feet 
Map: Green Trails 
269SX: Mount 
Rainier Wonderland 
Trail  
Permit: Sno-Park 
permit  
Dogs: No 
Info: wta.org/go-
hiking/hikes/white-
river-snowshoe 
Trailhead: From 
Enumclaw follow 
SR 410 for 33 miles, 
turning left (just 
before Mount 
Rainier National 
Park entrance) onto 
Crystal Mountain 
Boulevard. Then 
immediately turn 
right into Silver 
Springs Sno-Park. 

Craig Romano is a 
guidebook author, 
craigromano.com.

Hike It

Trails Less  
Traveled  
with Craig  
Romano
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Mather Memorial Highway Snowshoe 
Mount Rainier National Park
If you ever wanted to play in the middle of a state highway, here’s your chance! Every winter, State 
Route 410 through Mount Rainier National Park closes for the winter. The timing depends upon 
snowfall, but the road is typically buried in snow from December through April. 
By Craig Romano

Starting from the Silver Springs Sno-Park, follow ski and snowshoe tracks to SR 410. Then turn left and 
snowshoe beneath the park entrance arch. You’ll find some winter-relevant information posted here, as 
well as permits, which you can assign to yourself if you are planning on spending a night in the park. While 
snowmobilers are allowed to use the road, severe avalanche danger farther up the highway makes the trip 
too short for most of them. 

There are lots of big trees and scenic river overlooks along the way. Elk winter in the valley and it’s not 
unusual to have more hoof tracks in the snow than snowshoe and ski tracks. 

After a mile of very pleasant walking through old growth, the way brushes up alongside the crashing 
glacier-fed White River. Admire frosty cliffs on the Sourdough Mountains forming a formidable wall along 
the river’s west banks.

After passing through a river flat graced with ancient cedars, the way begins to climb away from the valley 
floor. Pass a series of bubbling springs creating beautiful icy stalactites along road cut ledges. Soon after 
passing Crystal Creek and the trailhead for Crystal Lakes, reach a junction with the Sunrise Road at 4.8 miles. 
If avalanche danger is low, continue up the parkway another 0.4 mile to the edge of an old avalanche chute. 
Now savor an excellent view of Mount Rainier hovering over Goat Island Mountain and the White River Valley. 
It’s one of the best views of The Mountain from along the highway, and you’ll have it all to yourself.

Once content, head back. Do not continue farther up SR 410, as it crosses one dangerous avalanche chute 
after another beyond this point.

Note: During mild winters, you can shun the snowshoes and just walk the closed road.
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Do you love hiking overgrown, hard-to-follow 
trails? How about exploring areas that haven’t 
seen a trip report in years? If that sounds like 
what you’re into, WTA has a challenge for you. 

Trip reports help hikers decide where to go 
next and help our trail maintenance crews 
decide where to work. But not all WTA’s 
hikes have current trip reports. We love it 
when intrepid hikers take the plunge onto a 
trail without a recent report and share their 
findings in a trip report when they return.

Are you one of the confident, responsible 
hikers we can count on to do some on-the-
ground sleuthing?

File your trip report for Lake 
Creek before the next magazine, 
and mention the Scouting 
Challenge in your trip report, to be 
entered to win a WTA ball cap!

Last Time: Grassy Top 
The last trip report for this uphill hike in the Selkirk Mountains 
was filed over a year ago. The remote trailhead creates a long 
drive for a lot of hikers and winter snow will likely put it out 
of reach until next summer. Add it to your list of less-traveled 
trails and be sure to write a trip report if you visit.

Scouting Challenge
Help fellow hikers, and WTA, stay up to date on trail conditions 
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Lake Creek
With only 10 trip reports, the Lake Creek property near Odessa 
is the perfect location for hikers who love a rugged challenge. 
This Bureau of Land Management property in Central 
Washington offers the rare opportunity for a snow-free winter 
backpacking destination. But this remote, open landscape 
of sagebrush, coulees and rusting farm relics requires 
some navigation skills and the ability to adapt to changing 
conditions. The last trip report for this area was filed last 
winter. Go exploring and tell us what you find.  When you get 
home from your hike, file your trip report at wta.org/go-hiking/
hikes/odessa-lake-creek-trail. 
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Trail Mix Ask WTA

Few things are as comforting and important as a good 
sleeping bag when camping. But how are sleeping bags 
tested and what do temperature ratings really mean? 
Luckily Feathered Friends, a top manufacturer of down 
sleeping bags, is based right here in Washington, and they 
had some answers for us. We talked to Garrett Nixon, the 
chief production officer, who has worked at Feathered 
Friends for over 20 years and Juna Gates, the general 
manager whose parents founded the company back in 
1972. Here’s what they had to say. 

WTA: What do temperature ratings really mean? Are they 
based on comfort or survival?

Juna:  Temperature ratings are pretty subjective. In 
general, the temperature rating should match the lower 
range where the “average” person would feel comfortable 
overnight. But what is the average person? Metabolism, 
body type, sleep system, environmental factors, hydration, 
even your suffer threshold — there are so many variables 
that can affect “comfort” that it’s best used as a jumping 
off point. For comfort, we generally recommend that most 
people get a sleeping bag rated 10 to 20 degrees colder 
than the coldest temperatures they expect to encounter. 

WTA: How are temperature ratings established? Is 
there an industry standard or are temperature ratings 
established independently by each manufacturer? 

Garrett: ISO (International Standards Organization) is the 

Is it Hot in Here?  
Or Is it Just  
My Sleeping Bag? 

industry testing standard. That said, the test can be inconsistent 
between labs and fails to take into account a myriad of variables 
that can affect overall comfort. At Feathered Friends, we’ve been 
making sleeping bags for 50 years now, so we tend to rely more 
on our decades of field testing and user feedback to determine a 
more realistic temperature rating.    

To get an ISO rating, a heated mannequin is dressed in a base 
layer and placed in the sleeping bag on an insulated pad in a 
cold room. The temperature is lowered while data is gathered 
to determine the points at which the mannequin’s temperature 
stabilizes and then begins losing warmth. At some point the 
mannequin starts losing heat fast enough to determine the 
bag is no longer functional at that temperature. Results don’t 
determine an absolute value but rather a range best expressed as 
“comfortable” to “extreme limit.”.  

What temperature rating manufacturers assign along that scale is 
somewhat opaque. In reality, so many factors can affect “comfort 
rating” it’s impossible to place an exact number on it.

WTA: What’s better, slipping into a sleeping bag after a long day, 
or waking up in a warm sleeping bag to a beautiful view? 

Garrett: Waking up in a warm sleeping bag. Bags aren’t that warm 
when you first get in. If I wake up warm that means I had a good 
night’s sleep in the right bag. A good view is just an added bonus.

Juna: Getting in at the end of a long day. With two young kids I’m 
usually very ready to slip into my bag at the end of the day, and 
not as ready to get pulled out of my warm sleeping bag early in 
the morning. But a good view makes it easier!  

Read the full interview at wta.org/sleepingbagratings. 

How do sleeping bag ratings work?  
By Charlie Wakenshaw
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WINTER WONDERLAND
Kathryn Li and her husband, Max, had never seen golden larches 
before this trip to Blue Lake in the North Cascades. They’d been 
keeping an eye on WTA trip reports, so they knew that the drive would 
be worth it. 

The snow on the trail and the glowing larches made for a winter 
wonderland. The dogs, Gus (wearing red booties) and Dug, were 
completely unimpressed by the larches — but loved playing in the fresh 
snow. Kathryn knew from reading trip reports that Blue Lake could be 
a popular hike, so they got an early start, which made it easier to hike 
with the dogs.

“I got this shot by running ahead on the trail and squatting down to 
eye-level with the dogs,” Kathryn said. “It was actually supposed to be 
a posed shot of everyone standing still, but the dogs were too excited to 
get on with the hike. This action shot ended up being way more fun!”

Snapshot

“I love getting out into 
nature with the dogs, 
exploring new places, 
and taking photos! I’m 
so thankful that we 
have such a valuable 
resource in WTA 
because I can plan my 
photography around 
trail conditions.



Donate today at wta.org/donate

You power the
future of trails
WTA leads our state’s trail community to ensure trails are 
protected and maintained for generations to come. We’re 
working hard to create a sustainable future of trails for 
everyone, forever. But we can’t do it without your support. 

Washington’s trails depend on hikers like you. 

Photo by Danarae Vasquez
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